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A Kelet-középeurópai terület zenei forrásai - a megélén-
külő érdeklődés ellenére - alig ismertek a nemzetközi tudo-
mányban, sőt nem foglalták el megérdemelt helyüket ezen or-
szágok hagyománytudatában és közművelődésében sem. Holott 
akár sajátosságaikat nézzük, akár a bennük megjelenő általá-
nosabb érvényű repertoárt és stilusokat, tanuságuk nem elha-
nyagolható. Olykor éppenséggel olyan elemeket is megőrzött 
e regionális - önmagán belül kisebb egységekre tagolódó -
kultura, melyeket Nyugat-Európában ujabb divatáramlatok korai 
feledésre Ítéltek. Tanulságosak e források anyagában az egyes 
népek külön-fejlődését vagy sajátos Ízlését tükröző vonások 
is. De ugyanilyen fontos bennük mindaz, ami e zenei hagyaték-
ban összekapcsolja a szomszédos népeket, sőt közös európai 
örökségként az azonosságtudat és szolidaritásérzés szellemi 
táplálékául szolgálhatnak korunkban. 

öröm számunkra, hogy a Musicalia Danubiana első köte-
teként szlovák-magyar együttműködéssel e vidék egyik legje-
lesebb, legjellemzőbb középkori forrásának facsimile-kiadá-
sát kinálhatjuk fel: tanulmányozásra a nemzetközi kutatás-
nak, használatra Szlovákia és Magyarország kulturális életé-
nek. 

Falvy Zoltán 
a zenetudományok doktora 

A Magyar Tudományos Akadémia 
Zenetudományi Intézetének 

igazgatója 

Ján Dekan 
akadémikus 

A Szlovák Tudományos Akadémia 
Művészettudományi Intézetének 

igazgatója 
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Pramene k dejinám hudobnej kultury strednej a vychodnej 
Europy su aj napriek rastucemu zaujmu o ne este stale, pomerne 

„ v V V , 

malo zname. Nielenze sa nestali predmetom sirsieho medzina-
rodneho muzikoligickeho badania, ale ani nezaujali nalezite 
miesto v kulturnom povedomí národov, ktorych sa tykajú, a v 
krajinách kde vznikli, hoci ponukaju hodnoty, ktoré by sme 
si mali vsimnút' a osvojit', ci uz uvazujeme o ich osobitych 
alebo vseobecnych crtach. Navyse vzacne a krasne rukopisy / v V / 

fixuju rozlicne starobyle prvky a zlozky vnutorne bohato 
clenenej regionálnej kultúry, ktoré boli v inych oblastiach 
Európy v dosledku postupujúceho vyvoja uz akoby prekonané a 
odsunuté do zabudnutia. Zaujímavé sú aj tie stránky a crty v v „ . . / V ^ / 

nasich pramenov, ktore odzrkadluju odlisne umelcke citenie a 
vkus nasich predkov. Napokon nám pripomínajú to, co nás v / \t V v , ^ v 

hudobnej tradicii zblizuje a co ako spolocne europske dedicst-
vo posilnuje vedomie európskej identity a európskej spolu-
patricnosti. 

Sme uprimne radi, ze prvym zväzkom edície Musicalia A V / Danubiana mozeme ako vysledok priatel'skej spoluprace raa-v / / 1 , , darskych a slovenskych hudobnych historikov ponuknut fak-_ V / 
similove vydanie jednej z najvzacnejsich a najcharakteristic-
kejsích pamiatok stredovekej hudby nasich krajín. Predkladáme 
túto publikáciu jednak medzinárodnej bádatel'skej verejnosti, / M v V 

verime vsak, ze aj madarská a slovenská veda bude mat' z nej 
osoh. 

Akademik Ján Dekan Zoltán Falvy DrSc 
riaditel' Umenovedného ustavu riaditel' Hudobnovedného ustavu 

Slovenskej akadémie vied Madarskej akadémie vied 
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Interest is growing, but the musical source materials for 
eastern and central Europe are still scarcely known to scholars 
internationally and have yet to be given their rightful place 
in the awareness of traditions and the education of the pub-
lic even in the countries of the region itself. The lessons 
are undeservedly neglected both from the point of view of 
their singularities and of the more generally valid repertoire 
and styles to be found in them. The culture of the region as 
a whole and of the smaller units into which the region divides 
have in some cases preserved elements that the whims of western 
European fashion long condemned to oblivion. In the sources 
one can also find instructive features that reflect the dis-
tinct development or special tastes of the individual peoples 
in the region. Of equal significance is the legacy of musical 
correlations with neighbouring peoples, which has reinforced 
and nourished a sense of identity with wider European culture. 

We have pleasure in presenting as the first volume of 
Musicalia Danubiana a facsimile edition of one of the most 
notable and typical medieval sources in the region. It is done 
jointly by the scholars of Slovakia and of Hungary, who intend 
it for the research workers of other countries and as a con-
tribution to Hungarian and Slovakian culture. 

Ján Dekan 
Member of Academy 

Zoltán Falvy 
Doctor of Musicology 

Director of the 
Institute of Arts 

of the 
Slovak Academy of Sciences 

Director of the 
Institute for Musicology 

of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
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RICHARD RYBARI Í 

The Codex and Its History 

The history of the manuscript itself 

The manuscript is being jointly published in facsimile 
after research work by Hungarian and Slovak musicologists, and 
it is hoped that several similar editions will appear in the 
future. 

The manuscript is a medieval musicological relic of fun-
damental significance to both nations, and as such has a his-
tory of its own in many respects typical for codices and man-
uscripts of central European origin. How it originated, where 
and when it was written, who it was for and similar informal 
tion will be examined in the following chapters. Here we shall 
consider the history of the completed manuscript. All that has 
so far been established in the specialized literature is that 
for a long while it lay about with other old manuscripts and 
books, gathering dust in the tower chamber of St Martin's 
Cathedral of Pozsony /in Latin Posonium, in German Pre(3burg, 
in Slovak Bratislava — part of Czechoslovakia since 1918/. 
It was kept in the part of the library of the Pozsony chapter 
for storing old books. It is not known when this manuscript 
missal was placed there, but it must have been used in Po-
zsony chapter for many years /as will emerge later from re-
liable information/. When the script and the score became ob-
solete, the codex became an archive item. It came to the at-
tention of scholars in 1866, when the learned canon Nándor 
Knauz published a catalogue of the library's manuscript ma-
terials in Magyar Sion /Hungarian Zion/. Here it should be 
added that the library was far from complete by then, for when 
the Hungarian National Museum was established in Pest in 1802, 
the first curator, István Horváth, added to the book collec-
tion by going round old libraries in the country and arrang-

9 



141 
ing for valuable items to be presented to him. The Pozsony 
chapter were also compelled to part with several rare books, 
but the codex in question chanced to remain. It may have 
escaped attention or the scholarly canons may have recognized 

3 
its significance to local history and evaded handing it over. 

In Knaue's catalogue the manuscript features as No. 10; 
it was later quoted under the same number, and a one page 4 
description of it was given. The brief note on it, formulated 
in key words, no longer suffices for today's purposes, but it 
does include important clues for identification /for instance 
that it consisted of 366 pages, that deaths are recorded in 
the calendar, etc./, and so we shall return to it later. 

A somewhat more detailed, but still inadequate descrip-
tion was published by Josephus Dankó in 1893. The descrip-
tion basically tallied with Knauz's, except that the text of 
the so-called Ordo ad faciendum nuptias is given in full, that 
Folios 36-49 are missing, and that the date 1341 can be read 
in the calendar. Dankó placed great value on the missal, and 
took several hymns, sequences and antiphons from it for the 
collection of medieval texts he published, and he mentioned 
it several times, using attributes such as godex orinceps, 
missale saepissime laudata posoniensis, etc.^ 

Some minor articles appeared subsequently in periodicals, 
but they add little to our knowledge of the manuscript. How-
ever, of the older studies, Tivadar Ortvay's dealt with it 
more thoroughly in a two-volume popular history of medieval 
Pozsony. There he gave lengthy quotations and made an attempt 7 
to place it in a wider context of cultural history. 

After 1918, when Pozsony became part of the newly estab-
lished Republic of Czechoslovakia, the codex temporarily 
disappeared. It may possibly have been taken apart, in all 
probability for sale in parts between 1930 and 1940 to the 
city archives, through the mediation of the second-hand book-
seller Stampfel, an explanation borne out by catalogue numbers 
to be found on several folios. The round seal on some of the 
pages, which reads "Ex libris S.T.D.Jos. Dankó", refers to a 
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former owner of the manuscript, but it is unlikely that Dankó, 
a teacher, canon and provost, was the final owner before the 
codex came into state possession, since he died on January 15, 
1895. /As a matter of fact several other valuable score manu-
scripts were transferred from the library of the Pozsony chap-g 
ter to the city archives between 1918 and 1945./ 

The largest part of the manuscript is still in the hands 
of the Bratislava Capital City Archives, under shelf-marks EC. 
Lad. 3 and EL. 18. Although the manuscript has been placed in 
order by the staff of the archives, along with Kilián Szigeti 
of Pannonhalma, it was only possible to determine its iden-
tity with any exactitude when further folios and a fragment 
of the one-time liturgical calendar were found in the archives 
of the Spolok sv. Vojtecha /St Adalbert Society/ in Nagy-
szombat /in Slovak Trnava, in Latin Tyrnavia, in German Tyr-
nau/. These sheets may have arrived in Nagyszombat in a sim-
ilar way and at a similar time as the rest arrived in Pozsony. 
They bear the calligraphic inscription "Archiv Spolku sv. 
Vojtecha" and have been catalogued with archive shelf-marks. 
It is now indisputable that all these folios belong together 
and form part of the Pozsony score manuscript, and recent 
studies by Slovak and Hungarian scholars have treated it as 
such.^ 

Description of the manuscript 

The content of the Missale Notatum is dealt with in 
following chapters of the introductory study, and so here we 
shall confine ourselves to basic data on the manuscript. 

As has been mentioned, the Knauz register of around 
1860 declares the missal has 366 sheets. Unfortunately its 
present length is far less: only 299 sheets. Since the orig-
inal, complete form of the manuscript is not recorded in 
writing, no reconstruction is possible, but it is known that 
the following folios are missing:10 
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Calendar /unnumbered folios/ 4 
f 12 
f 34-48 
f 56-108 
f 126 

1 
15 
54 
1 

Since the codex has been taken to pieces it no longer 
forms a unit and is not even catalogued as such. Taking the 
archives register and shelf-number as a basis, the manuscript 
is made up as follows: 
1/ The main body of the codex consists of those 24 7 sheets 
which are preserved in the Bratislava Capital City Archives 
under shelf-number EC.Lad.3. At the beginning of the codex 
there is an unnumbered folio /beginning Ad te levavi animam 
meam/ which must have been placed there in error, as it bears 
no relationship to the codex and it is not counted in it. 
Naturally we do not publish it either. These 247 folios are 
originally numbered with Roman figures from I to CCCXVIIII. 
2/ The same archives contain another 44, unnumbered pages of 
the missal, bound badly in a separate leather binding and 
catalogued under shelf-number EL.18. 
3/ Eight loose pages have been found in Nagyszombat in the 
above mentioned Archiv Spolku sv. Vojtecha -/hereafter SSV/. 
Those are to be found among fragments of various medieval 
liturgical books, in the fasciculus No. 200 c.15.TR.A.61. 
Two unnumbered pages, of utmost significance from the point 
of view of the identification and history of the manuscript, 
are from the liturgical calendar- /see later/, and the folios 
bear the numbers 32, 33, 124, 125, 127 and 129. 

The present edition of the manuscript has naturally not 
attempted to reflect the present state of the manuscript. We 
have tried to reconstruct a copy of the original medieval 
codex as we suppose it to have been. In attempting to do so, 
we started out from the description of the manuscript in the 
last century and from analogies with other manuscripts of a 
similar type. Thus we have placed the fragments of the litur-
gical calendar at the beginning of the publication, followed 
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by the missal in its customary order, replacing the folios 
removed in their original place. That applies equally to the 
two folios with the shelf-number EC.Lad.3, wich have been 
bound in error into the material with a shelf-number EL.18 
/See pagelfí./. 

The missal was inscribed on a rather rough but good qual-
ity parchment cut into folios of 39 x 53 cm. Since that format 
is divided into two sheets, the average page size is approx-
imately 39 x 26 cm. The text and the notes are arranged in 
two columns, and where there is no text, the staves run per 
extensum. 

The text and scores in the missal have been executed with 
remarkable care, using black, blue, red and gold colours, and 
abundantly ornamented incipits and initials, with vegetational 
and abstract motifs, and with miniatures. Apart from the fre-
quent marginal notes, the missal is the work of a single 
scribe. The script can be described as scriptura gothica 
textualis formata. The style would indicate that it was 
written in the first half of the 14th century. Knauz quoted, 
from a page of the calendar that is now missing, the words 
"Anno domini 1341 obiit dominus Petrus, Strigoniensis et 
Posoniensis ecclesiarum canonicus et plebanus, extunc bone 
memorie sabbato ante dominicam Esto michi" /i.e. February 17/; 
Knauz considered it was written in the same hand as the codex 
as a whole, which provides the terminus ante quem for dating 
the manuscript to 1341. 

To stay with the script, it should also be noted that 
the sheets covered entirely with text have 31 lines in two 
columns, while the sheets bearing scores have been divided by 
the scribe into 13 red staves of four lines. The text uses 
many customary abbreviations. 

To determine the provenance of the codex, several ques-
tions must be answered in detail. At present we cannot supply 
any decisive proof as to where the missal was actually 
written, but the content, the composition of the sanctorale 
and the liturgical particularities show it was written in 
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the region of medieval Hungary, for some major and significant 
church community. Earlier writers such as Knauz, Dankó and 
Ortvay, quoted already, almost take it as natural to link the 
missal with Pozsony and assume that was where it originated. 
Even in 1973, Polykarp Radó, when speaking about the cousin 
of this missal, the manuscript preserved in the National Szé-
chényi Library /c.1.m.ae.214/ and mentioned already, declares 
that the missal was written by an "Ignotus aliquis Posonien-
sis... circa 1341 scripsit" and that the codex was "pro eccle-

12 
sia Posoniensi scriptum esse". That view, or similar ones, 
are subscribed to today by Slovak scholars such as Eugen Sa-
bol /who talks of a native, i.e. Slovak scribe and illumina-13 14 torI and Julius Sopko, whereas Hungarian musicologists 
and historians favour Esztergom as the place of origin. Ki-
lián Szigeti, for instance, intended to expound the proofs 
for his theories in more detail in a follow-up study to his 
"Denkmäler des Gregorianischen Chorals aus dem ungarischen 
Mittelalter", but unfortunately never did so.15 The exposi-
tion has, one might say, been done independently on his behalf 
by Janka Szendrei, who among other things cites the arrange-
ment of the verses in the litanies Ardua spes and Humili 
prece, expressing the view that "every sign points to the 
codex having come into use in Pozsony as early as the Middle 

16 
Ages, but it was, nonetheless, written for Esztergom." The 
missal undoubtedly contains the Esztergom liturgy and follows 
an Esztergom model not known today, unless it was compiled 
from several Hungarian /and possibly foreign/ manuscripts. 
Among the evidence for this is the feast of the Translation 
of St Adalbert /November 6, see Folio No. 290V/ and the terms 
archi-episcopus, pontifex etc. which appear several times in 
the liturgy. However, we consider it may be possible to dis-
cover more about the place of the codex's origin and the 
conditions under which it was made if more can be found out 
about the parson, canon and provost Peter, who has already 
been mentioned. This prelate, whose name is so carefully in-
cluded in the manuscript, features in Pozsony documents of 
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1304-41 as an important and influential person in the society 
18 

of the city. He spent the last years of his life in Pozsony 
as the incumbent and a canon of St Martin's church. There he 
had estates; he set up a great foundation and took part in 
the city's public affairs, and so one can easily imagine him 
commissioning liturgical books for the church. Although we 
do not attach decisive weight to the question of whether the 
two or three codices bearing the name of the prelate Péter 
were made in the scriptorium of Pozsony or Esztergom, Péter 
himself, since he received benefices in both places, may serve 
as a satisfactory explanation for the actual relationship 
between those two major medieval ecclesiastical centres. 

Before describing the codex's contents, one must men-
tion that it is a blend between the medieval missal and the 
gradual. In other words it contains the liturgy for the 
priest to celebrate mass and also the parts of the mass that 
would be sung by the choir. So the book contains the prayers, 
the lessons and the songs. 

Like other medieval missals from Hungary and elsewhere, 
the codex opened with a liturgical calendar. On the one hand 
this records the holidays and saints' days of obligation, and 
on the other it served in a sense as a register in which 
various facts about the life of the region and the church, 
about the church building itself and about the parish were 
noted down. Among the records in it are the deaths of notable 
people, particularly parish clerks, etc. As every month was 
given a separate page, a medieval liturgical /essentially 
Roman/ calendar occupied six folios. The calendar of this 
manuscript occupies exactly that number, as is clear from 
Nándor Knauz's description, although only the two folios have 
survived. These sheets were for a long time in the SSV ar-
chives, and so it was not realized initially to what they 
belonged. The letter type, and still more the note mentioned 
by Knauz, which is still legible in the almanac, make it un-
equivocal. The note records the death of the subcustos of 
St Martin's church in Pozsony, a certain priest János, on 
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October 25, 1386; however it was written in a different hand 
from the body of the work, using another type of letter /what 
is called gothica bastarda currens/. This note is of key im-
portance to establishing the identity of the manuscript and 
Kanuz's No. 10 marking, and also to proving that the missal 
was in use in medieval Pozsony. It is worthwhile therefore to 
quote the text of it: "hie obiit dominus Iohannes quondam suto-
custos ecclesie s. Martini sub anno domini M0ccc0lxxx°vj0," 

The main section of the missal begins with the Tempora-
le /Proprium de tempore/, i.e. with the services for the prop-
er of the mass from the first Sunday in Advent /Folio No. 1/ 
through to the 25th Sunday after Whitsun /No. 201/. As in 
every missal and gradual, the section is introduced by the 
introit Ad te levavi animam meam. The initials are resplen-
dently ornamented and there is a miniature for the letter A. 

The structure of the Temporale is as follows: at the 
conclusion of the service for Easter Eve, Folio 128 has the 
Ordo missae, which begins: "Quando sacerdos preparat se ad 
celebrandam missam". The prefaces are in Folios 132-135v, and 
the Canon missae in 136, which has recently been found in a 
sadly dilapidated state. After a series of prayers and bless-
ings, /Benedictio super carnes agninas... Ad processionem: 
Folio 139/, Folios 140v-201 carry the second section of the 
Temporale, from Easter Sunday up until the 25th Sunday after 
Whitsum. 

The Proprium de tempore is closed by the following forms 
of the mass: 
201v: In anniversario dedicationis ecclesiae 
202v: Missa in dedicationis altaris /text only/. 

The next four formulae /203-203v/ S. Joseph prophetae, 
S. Joseph nutritoris domini, De S. Maria, S. Lazari episcopi, 
form a transition into the Sanctorale• 

Although the Temporale of the liturgy is the part of the 
mass that was uniform throughout the church, it is worth 
considering from the point of view of the manuscript's origin 
the Easter Eve litany /125-125v/ and the Antiphonae in roga-
tionibus /155-161v/, which demonstrate the cult of the saints 
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honoured in medieval Hungary /Stephen of Hungary, Ladislas, 
Emery, Adalbert and Elizabeth/. 

The other main section of the missal, the proprium de 
sanctis, begins on Folio 203V with the feast of St Sylvester 
/"Incipiunt festivitates sanctorum. Sancti Silvestri pape et 
conf."/ and ends on Folio 298v with the feast of St Thomas 
the Apostle. The Sanctorale, wich shows very strongly Hunga-
rian liturgical elements, will be discussed in a later chapter. 

In Folio 299, the Commune sanctorum begins with the words, 
In nativitate unius apostoli oratio /with eleven formulae/, 
while Folio 300 contains the order of the Missae peculiares.  
These sections, along with the Benedictio super baculos et 
peras peregrinorum /309v/, are included in the manuscript, 
but without scores. Of the marriage ceremony, the Ordo ad fa-
ciendum nuptias, which begins in Folio 310, only the Introit, 
the Gradual, the Alleluia and the Communion are scored. 

Folios 312-318 have the funeral masses /"Incipiunt 
misse pro defunctis"/ and prayers for the dead, while Folio 
319 carries .a supplement to the Sanctorale. The masses De 
sancto Petro /April 29/ and De sancta Clara /August 12/ were 
included in the liturgy only after 1253;^° they prove that 
the missal is a compilation from several models, and that 
the scribe could not organically incorporate these masses in 
the proper places. 

The section of the manuscript numbered in folios ends 
with a prayer /Benedictio pabuli et salis et aliorum/ on 
Folio 319. The following 50 sheets, in which the missal turns 
into a song-book, have no numbering, and they differ from 
the previous pages in that from Folio 319v the scores are 

/ 

written all through the pages. 
Immediately after Folio 319 come six unnumbered sheets 

marked EC.Lad.3, but here their relationship is broken. On 
the verso side of the sheet begin a series of alleluias, each 
with a versus. The last hymn of the aforementioned folio, 
Alleluia Beatus vir qui timet, is unfinished, and the end of 
the song /which begins on Folio 319v/ and the further alle-
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luias can be found on two pages which have been erroneously 
removed from EC.Lad.3 and listed under EL.18. 

By replacing them in their proper position, the number of 
surviving sheets of EC.Lad.3 becomes 249, or if one justifiably 
lists the eight sheets of SSV as well, the total becomes 257, 
while only 4 2 sheets remain in EL.18. 

The alleluias beginning in Folio 319v are arranged, on 
the Commune sanctorum principle, into eight sections. Folios 
323-328 contain the Kyriale, which is the group consisting 
of the Kyrie /11/, Gloria /12/, Sanetus-Benedictus /9/, Agnus 
Dei /8 I and Ite missa est /5/. 

The Sequentionale /328V-369V/, along with the Sanctorale, 
is musically the most interesting part of the manuscript. To 
the 78 scored sequences is added Liber generationis Jesu 
Christi filii David /Mt.I.1-16; see Folios 367-367v/; at the 
bottom of Folio 369 comes a prayer in cursive script, open-
ing with the words Omnipotens sempiterne Deus cuius filius 
etc.". 

Finally, in Folio 369v there is the Sanctus, with the 
rich trope A quo sunt omnia and an Alleluia, with the versus 
Dies sanctificatus illuxit nobis venite . The closing section 
of the manuscript is a Gloria in excelsis deo intonation on 
the same page but in a different, likewise 14th century hand. 

By way of summary it may be stated that the first and 
second parts of the manuscript /marked EC.Lad.3/, i.e. the 
Temporale and the Sanctorale, have suffered the greatest 
damage, while the part marked EL.18 has in all probability 
remained untouched. One should consider that the melodies of 
the Credo are missing from mass, and they may either have been 
on the now missing pages or have featured separately after the 
Ite missa est. There was no uniform practice in the matter. 
Nor can one exclude the possibility that there were further 
tropes, even though the initially popular Proprium tropes 
disappeared from the 12th-13th century manuscripts, for the 
tropes of the Ordinary sometimes continued to feature until 
the time of the Council of Trent. 
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In its present state the rough structure of the manu-
script, i.e. the arrangement of the markings and folios 
is as follows: 

N u m b e r o f f o l i o s 

Unnumbered Numbered in Unnumbered Total 
from the Roman fig- from the 

beginning ures last part 

Trnava 
SSV 2 6 8 

Bratislava 
AMB 241 6 /or 8/ 247 

or 
EC.Lad.3. 24 9 

At the same 
place 44 /or 42/ 44 

or 
EL.18 42 

Total 2 247 50 299 
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JANKA SZENDREI 

The Codex's Content and Notation 

The significance of the codex 

The many peoples of the Carpathian Basin, speaking many 
different languages, were held together politically in the 
Middle Ages by the Kingdom of Hungary, which embraced a very 
varied, yet nonetheless integrated culture. The cultural 
attributes of the various regions gained individual features 
from local tradition, the composition of the population and 
quite a number of different foreign influences, but in its 
essentials the high culture was extremely homogeneous, more 
so than in most other European states. This unity is espe-
cially apparent where there is a link with the church /par-
ticularly in the 12th to 14th centuries/. The unity was 
founded on the prestige of the see of Esztergom; it was more 
than a vast archdiocese /covering today's Slovakia and about 
half of today's Hungary/, it was a unique institution with 
the dignity of primacy over the whole country. So by becoming 
acquainted with Esztergom's musical practice and plainsong 
repertory from an authentic source one can present to European 
research the tradition of one of central and eastern Europe's 
mightiest and most influential centres of culture. The peoples 
who later set up separate countries in the Carpathian area 
rightly recognize in this treasury both their own traditions 
and the community of tradition. 

The Esztergom Missale Notatum is one of the most signif-
21 

icant musicological relics of medieval Hungary. Comparison 
with other codices of a similar type shows it represents the 
most typical strand of Gregorian tradition relating to the 
mass, and the one which was the most widespread and longest-
-living in the region. That particular tradition was not cul-
tivated by the monastic orders of medieval Hungary but within 
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the diocesan framework /of cathedrals, chapters and parishes/, 
particularly in the diocese and archdiocese of Esztergom, and 
by imitation and with some modifications throughout the 
country /including the archdiocese of Kalocsa/. This conten-
tion, which supplies the reason for selecting this codex as 
the first volume in the series, is the result of comparative 
study. In a comparison of the liturgical order and repertoire 
of the Missale Notatum with those of similar source materials 
surviving from medieval Hungary, the first feature one is 
struck by is the way it tallies with the printed Missale Stri- 

22 

goniense. That means there was a decisive contextual rela-
tionship between the two: the compilers of the latter, more 
than 150 years later, aimed to record the authentic Esztergom 
tradition. At places where the Missale Notatum diverges from 
the printed Esztergom missal, however, one can find parallels 23 
in Paulite sources. The codex published here certainly did 
not follow the ritual of the Paulites /as the wording of its 
rubrics and the rich processional material bear out too/. The 
extent of the tallying can only be explained by considering 
it a reflection of an earlier, more archaic phase in the Esz-
tergom tradition than the printed missal.' For the liturgical 
customs of the Order of the Hermits of St Paul, founded in 
Hungary, were likewise based on the Esztergom tradition; 
indeed they were so based when the Esztergom tradition was 24 
still at an archaic stage. 

The comparative examination of the order of the liturgy 
is reinforced by comparative analyses of the music. In medieval 
Hungary, the choral pentatonic dialect of plainsong was used 
in diocesan /and Paulite/ practice /but not in the religious 
orders/. Even within that pentatonic dialect one can demon-
strate variants. Some of the notational sources are very close 
to one another, both in their contents and their partial mu-
sical solutions, whereas they differ to a greater or lesser 
extent from the variants in other Hungarian sources /in the 
choice of modes, in transpositions, in the extent to which 
pentatony is used, in actual variation of the basic musical 
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material, and in the system of variation within all that/. 
These spheres of variation indicate that there were distinct 
local uses and paths of international influence. The Missale 
Notatum belongs, on the other hand, in that respect too to a 

25 
central group of sources that represents the predominant 
branch of Hungarian Gregorian tradition, the branch that was 
musically the most mature and perhaps internationally the most 
singular. At the same time it is the stablest branch of Hun-
garian Gregorian, since it was sustained and strongly pro-
tected by the law of custom and the prestige of Esztergom. The 2 6 earliest examples of it can be found in the Pray Codex /12th 
and 13th centuries/, and at the end of the Middle Ages it was 
perpetuated in a monumental manner in the Gradual of /Thomas/  

27 Bakocz. Through a line of minor, poorish codices for everyday 
use, it long outlived the Middle Ages /e.g. the Pata, Szom-

28 
bathely and Ny-itra Graduals/ , and it was cultivated too by 
the Paulites, who sometimes retained its typical, strongly 
pentatonic melodic variants into the 18th century, fitting 
them after the Council of Trent into the frames of a 'Romani-

29 
zed' liturgy. The Missale Notatum is the first surviving 
connected relic of this significant musicological treasury, 
of 'Esztergom' plainsong in a broader sense, apart from a few 
earlier fragments. 

Both the peculiarities of content and the formal marks 
of the codex make it useful as a source of authentic informa-
tion on the practice of Hungarian plainsong. It is scored in 
a system of notation which was pre-eminent among the various 
systems used in medieval Hungary, and has been proved to be 
a specifically local creation.This peculiarly 'Hungarian' 
/i.e. Esztergom/ notation had its golden age in the early 
14th century, which was a time of calligraphic notation. 
Although those who publish this facsimile edition are only 
competent themselves to adjudge it musicologically, we feel 
it is typical too in its script and illumination, but we 
await the publication of expert opinion on that. 

We consider it thoroughly justifiable to follow the 
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facsimile edition of the interesting Codex Albensis, which 
is of high significance from a central European point of 
view as well, with a mature codex, already notated in a system 
of staves, so as to provide a cömpleter picture of the flour-
ishing of Hungarian plainsong. The choice, which is based on 
complete, new research into sources, tries to remedy former 
omissions and hasten public familiarization with the plain-
song of medieval Hungary, in the hope that the region of the 
central Danube will at long last cease to be a blank on the 
map of medieval sources and notation. We offer for further 
historical research a codex about which we know exactly what 
it represents, for it has a normative character that consti-
tutes at once a whole series of sources. 

What the codex contains 

The summary that follows show how the codex is arranged. 
Folios 

Tempus Adventus Domini 1 - 1 0 
Nativitas Domini 10 - 13v 

Infra Octavam Nativitatis 13v- 18v 

Epiphania 18v- 20v 

Dominicae post Epiphaniam 20v- 25 
Dominica in Septuagesima, Sexagesima, 

Quinquagesima 25 - 29V 

In capite jejunii 29v- 33 
Tempus Quadragesimae 33 - ? 

/f 34-48v, 50-53v, 56-109v desunt/ 
In Parasceve ? - 113 
In Sabbato Sancto 113 - 126 

/f 126-126v deest/ 
/Ordo Baptismi 119v- 125/ 

Praeparatio ad Missam 126 - 130v 

Ordo Missae 130V- 139 
Pascha Domini cum Octava 139 - 148V 

Dominicae post Pascham 148v- 154 
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Folios 
In letania majori 154 - 161V 

Ascensio Domini 161v- 164V 

Pentecostes cum Octava 164V- 174V 

Dominica Trinitatis; De Corpore Christi 174V- 176V 

Dominicae ! post Pentecosten 176V- 201 
Dedicatic 1 Ecclesiae 201V- 203 
Missa sancti Joseph prophetae; de sancto 

Joseph "nutritore Domini"; de sancto 
Lazaro; de Sancta Maria 203 - 203V 

Missa sancti Silvestri 203v- 204V 

Festa m. Januarii 204V- 213V 

Festa m. Februarii 213V- 223V 

Festa m. Mártii 2 2 3V- 226 
Festa m. Április 226 - 230 
Festa m. Maii 230 - 238 
Festa m. Junii 238 - 252 
Festa m. Julii 252 - 260 
Festa m. Augusti 260 - 272v 

Festa m. Septembris 272V- 282v 

Festa m. Octobris 282V- 289 
Festa m. Novembris 289 - 296 
Festa m. Decembris 296 - 299 
Commune Sanctorum 299 - 300 
Missae peculiares /=votivae/ 300 - 310 
"Ordo ad faciendum nuptias" /cum missa 
pro sponsis/ 310 - 312V 

Missae et : orationes pro defunctis 312v- 319 
Orationes i de sancto Petro martyre; de 

sancta Clara 319 
Benedictio pabuli et salis et aliorum 319 
Collectic 1 alleluiarum 319V- 323 
Kyriale 323 - 328 
Sequentionale /Prosarium/ 328V- 364V 

Lectiones ; /cum tropis/ 365 - 367V 

Sequentiae, tropi et alleluia in appendice 365V- 369V 
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The medieval pastoral churches of Hungary belonged to 
the area of the Franco-Roman liturgy, of which one variant is 

32 
the 'use of Esztergom'. The Missale Notatum well illustrates 
the state of that variant in the 14th century. Most of the 
passages that appear specific to today's eyes, in that they 33 
diverge from the new edition of the Graduale Romanum and 
the Tridentine and the medieval Curia Romana tradition that 
lies behind it, are common to the Franco-Roman repertory, 
and so were widely used in medieval Europe. However a smaller 
number are indeed rarer passages of that repertory, remaining 
in evidence in only a few places. Finally, there are cases 
where the lack of any parallel in foreign sources or the 
specifically Hungarian contexts justify considering them as 
individual formulations. 

Although the Franco-Roman rite was widespread and basi-
cally unified in the Middle Ages, there developed from it 
almost as many 'uses' as there were dioceses using it. The 
Missale Notatum too gives indications that a selection has 
been made from the common repertory. If one day maps can be 
drawn to summarize the repertory and if late medieval sources 
can be fully processed, the routes taken by rare pieces will 
be able to serve as indicators of actual cultural relation-
ships. Moreover one can only gauge the significance of indi-
vidually created pieces and the nature of the 'composing' 
work in them from a knowledge of the full material employed. 

For the time being, until an extensive and reliable 
comparative examination can be made, there is sense in giving 
a brief description of the material contained in the codex, 
pointing to the passages particularly worthy of examination 
and leaving the reader to study the facsimile in detail 
for himself. Naturally by registering the liturgical or 34 
musical deviations from the Graduale Romanum one does not 
arrive at a list of the Hungarian specifics, one notes pieces 
that are especially suitable for European, and particularly 
central European, comparative analysis. 

The first noteworthy passages in the material of the 
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codex are the lessons for Advent and Christmas /gospels, the 
lessons for the 3rd and 4th Sundays, the Christmas lessons 
from the prophets; cf. P. Radó 1973: 18-9/. Here we encounter 
a widespread medieval tradition, as we do also in the case of 
the introit for the 4th Sunday in Advent /Memento nostri/, 
which was to die out after the Council of Trent. In this sec-
tion the passages rare in European terms are the Alleluia Rex  

35 noster for the 2nd Sunday in Advent and the New Testament 
text /Et pax/, which takes the place of the psalm verse used 

3 6 
for the introit on the 3rd Sunday in Advent. Both are stable 
and permanent elements of Esztergom tradition. The Alleluia 
Natus est passage of the first Christmas mass is also a rare 
choice, but even in the use of Esztergom it is not given as 
the only possibility. It may be supposed to be a fairly old 37 
custom, as it is found in Missale Quinqueecclesiense too. 

Of the passages for the post-Christmas period, the re-
frain Laus tibi Christe, which replaces the Alleluia on De-
cember 28, and the two different mass formulae for January 1 
I on Mary or on the octave/ are peculiarities general in the 
Middle Ages, and the more specific material for the vigil 
of Epiphany has to be interpreted in that context as well. 
/Genealogy of Christ in the gospel according to St Luke, 
oratios and lesson/. The codex also gives the order for the 
procession on the feast of Epiphany; the same is not given 
for Christmas only because the codex is in a fragmentary 3 8 
state. If the compilation by Bruylants gives a proper pic-
ture, the secret for the 2nd Sunday after Epiphany must be 
a passage unknown or at least rarely used elsewhere. 

Unfortunately the section of the codex for Lent is in-
complete, but even so it contains an important information. 
For Ash Wednesday it states the order in which the ashes were 
sprinkled in Hungary /of. P. Radó 1973: p.31/, and also the 
rite of the expulsion of the penitents, which has been recor-39 
ded quite rarely. For Good Friday it gives the passages 
for the solem procession /the hymn Laudes omnipotens; the an-
tiphon Dum fabricator, and the locatio sepulchri; cf. P. Radó 
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1973: 33-4/, and for Easter Eve the hymns Inventor rutili and 
4o 

Rex Sanctorum Angelorum. The Easter Eve liturgy in the codex 
is also remarkable for the Litany /with the list of Hungarian 
Saintsf^and for the inclusion of the complete baptism ceremony. 
The specific motifs of this rich liturgical material /its 42 
order and the individual passages/ still await study. 

Of the section up to Easter one can stress a single pas-
sage which is peculiar to Hungary, as far as we know at pres-
ent: the tract Rex Regum for the Wednesday of the 3rd week in 
Lent. So far the piece has not been found elsewhere. It first 
appears in a 13th century note in Hungary, and later consti-4 3 
tutes a stable element in the main Hungarian sources. The 
Missale Notatum still has it only as a foot note, which sug-
gests the codex may be a copy from an old model. 

After Easter Eve the codex contains the ordinary of the 
mass: the oratio ante altare, the praeparatio oblatorum  
/= proskomidia/ and the ritus offertorii /cf. P. Radó 19 73: 
28-30, with minor variants/. Related to this are an expanded 
text of the ritus ad pacem and a series of pre-communion 
supplications. 

The section between Easter and Whitsun opens with Easter 
44 

food-blessings. This is followed by a rich series of Gre-
gorian passages used relatively widely in the Middle Ages, 
but obsolete after the Council of Trent: songs for the great 4 5 Easter procession /Cum Rex, Salve festa dies, Sedit angelus/; 
comparative analysis of the variants in them promise to give 

4 6 interesting results /e.g. the verses of Sedit/, as well as 
alleluias containing two verses /Easter Sunday and the Satur-

4 7 day after Easter/ and ample singing material for the com-
48 

plete litania maior /great antiphons, processionals/. This 
huge series of songs also includes some rarities: the hymns 
Humili prece and Ardua spes, for example, are only found in 49 Europe in a restricted sphere. The recording of them in 
this codex is especially valuable as some additional, sub-
sequent strophes are included. The strophes on the Hungarian 
saints are the work of a Hungarian poet. ° The juxtaposition 
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of St Adalbert, St Stephen the Martyr, St George and St Thomas 
a Becket the Martyr /in Ardua spes/ reinforces the supposi-
tion that the codex is not merely of the Esztergom type but 
specifically compiled for use at Esztergom itself, as 
these saints are the patrons of the cathedral and of the 
collegiate churches at Esztergom.51 

It is also worth mentioning that the arrangement of the 
passages and the selections of the repertory are unique for 
the period. The order of the alleluias for the Easter period 
varies greatly throughout Europe and even within the medieval 
Hungarian tradition. It is all the more striking that the 
composition of the Missale Notatum corresponds with the order 
in the Gradual of Bakócz, the printed missal and the Paulite 
missal, and so in all probability constitutes an 'official' 
'Esztergom' selection. Also noteworthy is the inclusion in 
the missal of the material for the procession on feast days 
/Ascension, Whitsun/ and for the high vespers at Easter, and 
also, as an archaic feature, the retention of the mass for 
the octave of Whitsun. 

Before the post-Whitsun period, the codex has the mass 
for the feast of Trinity, with an alleluia extremely rare in 
Europe /Honor virtus/ and handed down through the main Hun-
garian sources from a marginal note in the Pray Codex /early 

52 13th century/. However the curious choice of gospel for 
53 

the same Sunday may constitute a retention of an old custom. 
The sequence of alleluias on the Sundays after Whitsun again 
is an Esztergom compilation; indeed it is presumably given in 
its oldest form. Researchers abroad consider the sequence 
of alleluias a good determinant, and by drawing them up in a 
table one finds plenty of material for comparison and evalua-54 
tion. The sequence in the Missale Notatum again tallies 
almost exactly with the printed missal and the Gradual of 
Bakócz, while it is completely identical with the sequence in 
the Paulite missal. Equally significant is an examination of 
the gradual for the Saturday after Whitsun /which again 
tallies with the Paulite sequence/. At the end of the sec-
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tion, the order of lessons for the last Sunday after Whitsun 
55 

follows the general custom of the Franco-Roman rite, as 
against the indication of the gospel section about the last 5 6 
judgement /juxta modum curiae, as the Zagreb rubrics put it./ 
The temporale section in the codex ends with the mass for the 
dedication of a church and an altar. The alleluia passage in 
the former /Vox exsultationis/is relatively rare in this func-

57 
tion abroad, and so it would be worth examining the route 
by which it was disseminated. In Hungary it can be said to be 
absolutely general. 

Before the Sanctorale a few apparently inserted mass for-
mulae can be found. The Sanctorale itself begins with the mass 
of St Silvester /"incipiunt festivitates sanctorum ", fol 203 I. 
Before indicating the noteworthy elements in this material, 
let us list the holidays that feature in the body of the codex. 5 8 
Of the calendar unfortunately only two folios have survived; 
in these the list of names is somewhat longer than in the 
corpus, as was general in the Middle Ages, but otherwise the 59 
two lists essentially coincide. 

/FESTUM/ s. Joseph prophete - Joseph nutritoris domini -
de sancta Maria - s. Lazari ep. m. 

Silvestri pp. cf. - Basilii cf. et Columbe v. - Genofeve -
Pauli primi heremite - Hylarii cf. - Mauri cf. - Sulpicii cf. 
pont. - Speleusippi, Meleusippi, Eleusippi mmn. - Marii, Marthe, 
Audifax et Abacuch mm. - Remigii cf. pont. - Felicis m. - Mar-
celli pp. m. - Anthonii cf. - Prisce v. - Fabiani et Sebas-
tiani mm.. - Agnetis v. - Vincencii m. - Emerenciane m. v. -
Tymothei cf. - In conversione sancti Pauli apostoli - Preiecti 
m. - Marii cf. ep. - Juliani cf. - Agnetis v. m. secundo -
Valerii ep. cf. - Brigidé v. - In purificacione sancte Marie -
Blasii ep. m. - Agathe m. - /Dorothee v. / - Helene regine que 
invenit crucem domini - Scolastice v. - Cotivi, Jacincti, 
Nerei et Abundi mm. - Sotheris m. - Castoris cf. - Valentini 
m. et Vitalis, Felicule et aliorum mm. - Juliane m. - /Apollo-
nie v. / - Kathedra sancti Petri - Mathie ap. - Gerardi ep. 
m. - Walpurge v. - Perpetue et Felicitatis mm.- Gregorii pp.cf. 
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- Benedicti abb. cf. - In annunciacione sancte Marie - Rovd-
berti ep. cf. - Ambrosii ep. m. - Anthonii cf. - Leonis pp. 
cf. - Eufemie m. - Tyburcii et Valeriani mm. - Helene regine -
Adalberti ep. m. - Item de sancto Adalberto - Georgii m. -
Marci ev. - Item de sancto Marco - Vitalis m. - Phylippi et 
Jacobi app. - Walpurge v. - Athanasii ep. cf. - In invencione 
sancte crucis - Alexandri, Euencii et Theodori mm. - Juvenalis 
ep. cf. - Quiriaci m. - Floriani m. - Johannis ev. ante portam 
latinam - Victoris m. - Gordiani et Epimachi mm. - Gengolfi 
m. - Nerey et Achillei atque Pancracii mm. - Marie ad martires 
- Seruacii ep. cf. - Potenciane v. - Modoaldi cf. pont. -
Donaciani et Rogaciani mm. - Urbani pp. m. - Germani cf.-Maxi-
mini ep. cf. - Felicis m. pont. - Petronelle m. - Nichomedis 
m. - Marcellini et Petri mm. - /Erasmi m./ - Pergentini et 
Laurentini mm. - Quirini m. - Bonifacii m. - Medardi et Gil-
gardi cff. - Primi et Feliciani mm. - Barnabe ap. - Basilidis, 
Cyrini, Naboris et Nazarii mm. - Anthonii cf. - Basilii et 
Aniani cff. epp. - Viti et sociorum ejus mm. - Cyrici et 
Julite mm. - Marci et Marcelliani mm. - Geruasii et Prothasii 
mm. - Albani m. - /Paulini cf. / - In vigilia sancti Johannis 
Baptiste - / Achacii, Ermolai, Alexandri, Marci et aliorum 
mm. I - Johannis Baptiste missa prima - in die sancto - infra 
octavas - Johannis et Pauli mm. - Ladizlai regis et cf. -
In vigilia apostolorum Petri et Pauli - Leonis pp. - In die 
sancto - Commemoracio sancti Pauli ap. - /infra octavas/ -
Octava sancti Johannis Baptiste - Processi et Martiniani cff. 
- / Visitacio sancte Marie / - Translacio sancti Thome ap. -
Translacio sancti Martini ap. - Udalrici ep. cf. - Octava 
apostolorum Petri et Pauli - Goaris cf. - Villibaldi ep. cf. -
Kyliani m. et sociorum eius - Septem fratrum mm. - Benedicti 
abbatis - Margarite v. m. - Divisio apostolorum - Alexii cf. -
Andree et Benedicti mm. - Praxedis v. - Marie Magdalene -
Apollinaris m. - Nicasii ep. et sociorum eius - Christine v. 
m. - Vigilia sancti Jacobi ap. - Christofori m. - Anna matris 
sancta Marie virginis - Pantaleonis m. - Nazarii et Celsi mm. 
- Felicis, Simplicii, Faustini et Beatricis mm. - Germani ep. 
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cf. - Ad vincula sancti Petri - Stephani pp. m. - Invenció 
sancti Stephani prothomartyris - Oswaldi m. - / sancte Marie 
ad Nivem / - In transfiguracione Domini - benedictio uve -
Syxti, Felicissimi et Agapiti mm. - Dominici cf. - Donáti ep. 
m. - Affre m. - Ciriaci m. et sociorum eius - Vigilia sancti 
Laurencii m. - Romani m. - In die sancto - Tyburcii m. -
/ Clare v. / - Ipoliti m. et sociorum eius - Vigilia assump-
cionis sancte Marie virginis - Eusebii cf. - In die sancto 
- Arnulphi cf. - Octava sancti Laurencii m. - Agapiti m. -
Magni m. - Vigilia sancti Stephani regis - In die sancto -
/ Bernhardi abb. / - Germani ep. cf. - Tymothei et Symphoria-
ni mm. - Tymothei et Apollinaris mm. - Vigilia sancti Bar-
tholome! ap. - In die sancto - Audeoni ep. cf. - Genesii m. -
Rufi m. - Augustini ep. cf. - Hermetis m. - Decollacio sancti 
Johannis Baptiste - Sabine m. - Felicis et Audacti mm. -
Paulini ep. cf. - Paulini, Mari atque Felicis cff. - Egidii 
abb. cf. - Prisci m. - Emirici ducis et cf. - Remacli cf. -
Antonini m. - Euurcii ep. cf. - In nativitate sancte Marie 
virginis - Adriani m. - Corbiniani cf. - Gorgonii m. -
Theodardi ep. m. - Prothi et Jacinti mm. - Maurilii ep. cf. -
In exaltacione sancte crucis - Cornelii et Cypriani mm. -
Materni ep. cf. - Nichomedis m. - Apri cf. - Eufemie m. -
Lucie et Geminiami mm. - Lamperti ep. m. - In vigilia sancti 
Mathei ap. et ev. - In die sancto - Mauricii cum sociis suis 
mm. - Emmerami m. - Tecle v. m. - / Rudberti cf. / - Con-
cepcio sancti Johannis Baptiste - Gerardi ep. m. - Cleophe v. 
m. - Cypriani et Justine mm. - Cosme et Damiani mm. - Vencez-
lai m. - Michalis archangeli - Luduini ep. cf. - Iheronimi cf. 
- Remigii, Germani et Vedasti cff. - Nicecii cf. - Leodegarii 
m. - Francisci cf. - Invenció sanctorum patriarcharum Abra-
ham, Isaach et Jacob - Stanizlai m. - Marci, Marcelli, Apulei, 
Sergii et Bachi mm. - Pelagie m. - Dionisii m. cum sociis 
suis - Gereonis et sociorum eius - Colomani m. - Calixti pp. 
m. - Galli cf. - / Cerbonii ep. cf. / - Sigismundi regis et 
m. - Luce ev. - Undecim milia virgum - Lupencii m. - Seuerini 
ep. cf. - Maglorii ep. cf. - Crispini et Crispiniami mm. -
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Demetrii m. - Vedasti et Amandi cff. - Vigilia apostolorum 
Symonis et Jude - In die sancto - Vigilia omnium sanctorum -
Quincini m. - In die sancto - Cesarii m. - Eustachii socio-
rumque eius - Huberti ep. cf. - Emirici ducis et cf. - Transla-
cio sancti Adalberti ep. et m. - Leonardi cf. - Villibrordi 
cf. - Claudii et sociorum eius - Theodori m. - Martini pp. m. 
- Martini ep. cf. - Menne m. - Briccii ep. cf. - Othmari cf. 
- Aniani ep. cf. - Elysabeth regine - Columbani cf. - /Pre-
sentacionis sancte Marie / - Cecilie v. m. - Clamentis pp. m. 
- Felicitatis m. - Grisogoni m. - Katherine v. m. - Vigilia 
sancti Andree ap. - Sostonis m. - Saturnini, Crisancii, Mauri 
et Darie mm. - In die sancto - Eligii ep. cf. - Barbare v. -
Nicholai ep. cf. - Octava sancti Andree ap. - Abrosii ep. 
cf. - Eucharii ep. cf. - Valerii, Eucharii et Materni epp. 
cff. - Concepcio sancte Marie virginis - Damasi ep. cf. -
Lucie v. m. - / Othylie v. / - Maximini cf. - Lazari ep. et 
m. quem suscitavit Jesus - Vigilia sancti Thome ap. - In die 
sancto. 

In the material for spring mention should be made of the 
order of procession for the feast of the Purification of the 
BVM /February 2/, which is characteristic of Hungary /cf. P. 

6 0 
Radó 1973: 30-1/. The feast of the Inventio Crucis deserves 
attention because of its description of the procession and 
the rare sung passages /eg. the passage Alleluia Salve crux 
sancta, salve mundi gloria, which at that time had not been 
fould elsewhere in Europe/. The feast of St Gerard /Bishop 
at Csanád/ in February has a Hungarian context, and there is 
regional significance in the feast of St Adalbert, the patron 
saint of the see of Esztergom. Both are essentially from the 
Common of the Saints, the mass for St Adalbert's day is intro-
duced by a well provided procession, and supplied with an 
apple set of orationes, some unique. 

In the summer Sanctorale, the Esztergom tradition pre-
served some early features of the Franco-Roman rite. The 
double gradual and versus for the feast of St John and St Paul, 
the double Alleluia versicle for the feast of St Peter and St 
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Paul, and the two masses, apart from the vigil for the feast 
of St John the Baptist have some rare passages /eg. in prima 
missa Alleluia Tu puer/ and can be considered rare at the 

61 
time. The mass for the Transfiguration was in use in Hun-
gary even before it was officially introduced in 1456 /in 
fact as early as the Pray Codex/, and surprisingly the form 6 2 of the mass was mainly compiled from Christmas passages. As 
in the Pray Codex, the form for the blessing of the vineyards 

6 3 
is linked in the codex with the same day /benedictio uvae/. 
The feast of the Visitation of the BVM and its repertory nat-
urally do not feature in the main text of the codex and can 
only be read in a subesequent marginal note. Of the Hungarian 
saints, there is a sequence of songs compiled from the Common 
of Saints and a specific oratio for the feast of St Ladislas. 
The feast of St Stephen of Hungary /August 20/ is preceded 
by a vigil, and the mass for it is introduced by procession 
with its own oratio and its own Alleluia versicle as well. 
/The text is presumably based on the Common of Saints, but 
musically it is a separate composition./^ 

In the autumn Sanctorale the feast of the Nativity of 
the BVM, the Exaltation of the Cross, All Saints's Day and 
the translation of St Adalbert open with processions. 
Adalbert's mass is given a complete arrangement based on the 
Common of Saints, and only one passage seems to be unique -
the Alleluia Sancte Adalberte. The reference to the passage 
is made without giving the folio number, and so it ought to 
be contained in the Appendix. It is possible that St Stephen's 6 5 
alleluia had to be sung on that day with a change of names. 
For the two feasts of St Emery the entire sung material is 
taken from the Common of Saints, and only the orationes are 
unique. In the autumn Sanctorale, the selection of some 
alleluia versicles, known in the medieval repertory, can be 
said to be more individual, and so may provide footings for 
comparative research. Examples are the Alleluia Concussum at 
Michaelmas, the Alleluia Vox exsultationis on All Saints' Day 
and the Alleluia Aemulor in the mass for St Catherine /the 
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more frequent Qui creavit appears as a footnote in the Missale 
c C Notatum/. Rarer passages are the Alleluia Sancte Nicolae 

6 7 /which is a fixed movement in the use of Esztergom/ and the 
6 8 

Alleluia Jam non estis on St Thomas's Day. 
After the feast of St Thomas the Apostle the Common of 

Saints follows uninterrupted /In nativitate unius apostoli/. 
It mainly contains orationes and rubrics since most of the 
sung material and lessons already feature within the San-
ctorale, or are to be summarized in a separate appendix /col-
lection of alleluias/. 

The Common of Saints is followed by votive masses /inci-
piunt missae peculiares/y which are joined by Preces, ora-
tiones and forms of the mass compiled for various occasions. 

6 9 
/Here pro archiepiscopo1/ The materials in them are well 
matched and permanent. For the most part they are followed 
in the printed missal too. Then come two rare rituals: the 
blessing of pilgrims, benedictio super baculos et poras pereg-
rinorum^0 and the ordo ad faciendum nupcias. The descrip-
tion given of the wedding ceremony is a rarity in European 
terms. The nuptial mass includes some specific passages 
/Introitus Dominus Israel, a prescribed sequence, an individual 
preface and a section Hanc igitur, a rich, quasi-consecration 
rite before the Pax Domini with an oratio and a preface, and 71 
lastly the benedictio thalami. The section opening on fol 
312v /incipiunt missae pro defunctis/ carries a rich fund of 
funeral material that belongs to the stable repertory of the 
use of Esztergom and includes more than one item rare in 
Europe /Offertorium: 0 pie Deus; Communio: Tuam Deus deposci-
mus; Amen dico vobis veniet hora; Animas de corpore, and 72 
three versicles in the offertory Domine Jesu Christe/. The 
funeral masses are followed by a section in the same hand as 
the corpus, but structurally it resembles an appendix: the 
masses for St Peter the martyr and for St Clare /new feasts at 
that time/, and then the benedictio pabuli et salis et aliorum. 

There follows a collection of alleluias whose content 
counts as a scored supplement to the Common of Saints. At this 
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point the loose construction of the codex corresponds to the 
freer, more alterable character of the genre, whose develop-
ment continued throughout the Middle Ages. Into such an alle-
luia repertory, new passages which have become fashionable may 
be inserted, without specifying their exact position. The 
collection in the Missale Notatum is large and varied. It con-
tains classical passages in general use /mainly in the Common 
of Martyrs/, pieces rarer in Europe /eg. Primus ad Sion, Dorsa 

74 
eorum, Culminis angelici/ and also totally new creations of 
the time /eg. Salve dulcis o Maria, 0 consolatrix pauperum, 
Virga Jesse, Recole virgo Maria, etc./. The arrangement is 
fairly stable: these alleluias are commonly found in the Esz-
tergom books, even though the group of fashionable pieces is 
of course more changeable than the rest. 

The Kyriale, i.e. the Ordinary of the Mass follows the 
collection of Alleluias. Its repertory is grouped by genres, 
but it also links each Kyrie and Gloria into. a pair by indicat-
ing, except in one case, the corresponding Gloria intonation 
at the end of every Kyrie. Some Kyrie settings are marked by 
the text incipit of the tropes /eg. Kyrie cunctipotens ge jnitorj 
leyson/. Then follows another five unnamed Kyrie settings 7 5 
/+ Gloria intonation/ making altogether 11 passages. The 
quantity of material is modest, yet it also contains, as we 
shall mention in the musical description, uniquely Hungarian 
formations alongside the classical European proto-melodies. 
The Kyrie are followed by 11 complete Gloria settings. /One 
can previously read the full score of the Gloria in Folios 
325-326; the text is given in full, but the notes are marked 
only sporadically. It corresponds to the 2nd piece./ The 
penultimate Gloria is a popular medieval piece, augmented with 7 ft 

a Mary trope. Finally comes a new medieval composition. The 
9 Sanctus setting /variants without tropisation/ are notated 
without the designations that feature in sources from the end 77 of the Middle Ages. The order of the /eight/ Agnus settings 

7 8 is independent and gives no references to Sanctus-Agnus pairs. 
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The five formulae for Ite missa est refer back to the begin-
ning of the Kyriale /Cunctipotens, the Christe of Fons Bonita-
tis, Orbis factor, the Christe of Lux et Origo, 0 pater/. As 
comparison with other Hungarian sources has borne out, the 
Kyriale selection in the Missale Notatum is typical in that it 
clearly reflects the ordinary medieval practice in Esztergom. 
The basic material in it can be found in almost every relevant 
manuscript, the only unstable factor being the placing of the 
expressly individual compositions, which were in some cases 
replaced in the 15th century by later fashionable pieces. 

The Sequentionale /Prosarium/ begins on Folio 328v and 
contains 78 passages. Of these the following belong to the 
old-style layer of the repertory which B. Rajeczky designates 

79 
as typically Hungarian basic material: Ave praeclara - Be-
nedicta semper sancta - Caeli enerrant - Clare sanctorum 
senatus - Concentu parili - Congaudent angelorum chori - Eia 
recolamus - Festa Christi - Grates nunc omnes - Hanc concordi 
famulatu - Johannes Jesu Christo - Laurenti David magni -
Laus tibi Christe patris - Laus tibi Christe qui es - Martyr 
milesque Christi - Natus ante saecula - Omnes sancti Seraphim 
- Petre summe Christi pastor - Rex omnipotens - Sacerdotem 
Christi - Sancti Baptistae - Sancti Spiritus assit - Stirpe 
Maria regia - Summi regis archangeli - Summi triumphum -
Virginis venerandae. 

Of the pieces in the new style, the following can be con-
sidered typically Hungarian material: Congaudentes exsultemus 
- Corde voce, mente pura - Gaude Sion quod egressus - Hodierna 
lux diei - Laetabundus exsultet - Lauda Sion - Laudes crucis -
Mane prima sabbati - Mittit ad virginem - Novae laudis extol-
lamus - Plausu chorus laetabundo - Quem invisibiliter - Spe 
mercedis - Veni Sancte Spritus - Victimae paschali. 

The sequences were the part of the liturgy that could be 
shaped the most freely. In the light of what has been said, 
therefore, the fact that 41 of the 78 sequences in the codex 
are typical of medieval Hungarian practice /within which a 
high proportion of the old-style pieces are typical too/, our 
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belief that the material of the Missale Notatum is normative 
in character is reaffirmed. 

The Sequentionale is followed by tropes and other specif-
ic passages. The trope Laudem Deo ornaments the first lesson 
of the midnight Christmas mass /Populus Sion/;^° the trope 
Adest nobis is linked to the lesson for the feast of the 

81 
Assumption, which begins In omnibus requiem quaesivi. This 
latter is a rare passage, otherwise unrecorded in central 
Europe. After noting down the genealogy of Christ in the gos-8 2 pel according to St Matthew, the writer of the codex adds 
yet another handful of omitted sequences; finally, the last 

8 3 
folio has two very interesting and rare Sanctus tropes. 
This brief last section of the codex was really intended as a 
collection of tropes, as is also indicated by the fact that 
the complete Sanctus settings are no longer noted down after 
these tropes. The last passage is an afterthought: the new 
melody of the Alleluia Dies sanctificatus; into the score 
line of it, which was left empty, a later user noted down 
yet another Gloria intonation. 

The musical characteristics of the codex 

The review of the content in the previous chapter has 
already touched upon the musical repertory, as the liturgical 
material contained is to a large degree a compilation of sung 
material. A table of the contents of the passages with notes 
offers an exact picture of the notated repertory of the Mis-
sale Notatum. Passages that does not feature in today's of-
ficial Gregorian publications are marked with the sign +. 
Although some of these, from the musical point of view, are 

84 
contrafacta /for example the Alleluia Rex noster/ , they 
are, basically, typical of the specific medieval repertory 
selection of Hungary. But a knowledge of the text repertory 
does not always provide certain musical information. The 
Missale Notatum also includes passages that link texts 
featuring in the Graduale Romanum with different melodies. 
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Of the graduals, this is the case, for instance, with Exal-
tent eum /Folio 222, where a melody in the fifth mode is re-

8 5 placed by a second-mode "Justus" melody/, Gloria et honore 
/Folio 293v, different melody and different text distribu-

8 6 tion/, and Uxor tua /Folio 311, a melody in the 4th instead 
8 7 of the 2nd mode/. This phenomenon appears still more fre-

v 88 quently among the alleluias. For example Diffusa est 1321 / 
and Virga Jesse /322v/, and the Dominus in Sina movement in 

9o the Ascensio /F 164/ have different melodies from those 
known. The Christmas Dominus regnavit /F llv/ is an individual 

91 melody in the 4th mode not found so far abroad, and the 5th 
mode variant of Video caelos apertos /F 14/ is also a spe-

92 ciality. Despite a textual identity, the Alleluia Levita 
9 \ r Q A Laurentius /F 264/, the Sancte Paule /F 251 /, the Solve 

95 
jubente /F 260/, and even the Surrexit Christus et illuxit 
populo suo /F 152v/96 are different passages too. So this 
series contains not only passages from the Common of the 
Saints but pieces which are liturgically accentuated and ex-
posed as well. The Missale Notatum even has a new composi-
tion /F 369v/ in reserve to replace the Dies sanctificatus, 
one of the most ancient and highly revered alleluia melo-97 
dies of the year, and another for the Alleluia Post partum  

98 
/F 322/. The Nativitas gloriosae text also has two melodies v v 9 9 
/F 274 and 322 /, Nor is the relatively more stable offer-
tory left undisturbed /Felix namque es, F 266/. "*"00 

It is a research task for the future to decide whether 
these passages include any of Hungarian origin. In the Kyriale, 
which provided more scope for composition, Benjamin Rajeczky 
has already discovered some Hungarian forms, thanks to the 
good foreign catalogues. Such is the piece construed as a 
contrafactum of the sequence melody Concentu parili /F 323v, 
last Kyrie passage/, and the Kyrie 0 Pater may be so too, 
since only the most distant musical parallels have been found 
abroad /F 323v/.lo1 of the Gloriae, the second passage, 
which begins on Folio 326v, can be considered Hungarian in 
origin, as can the Sancti, the piece beginning on the topmost 
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line of Folio 327v, which in later Hungarian sources is 
called Jacet granum in reference to the model melody, but here 
features without any inscription."'"0^ 

We have already seen that the repertories of the melodies 
and the text do not completely accord with one another. Some-
times the actual musical appearance of familiar melodies in 
a varied form can be surprising. The variation of the medieval 
Gregorianum, explained by the way of life, in which oral 
traditions were partly involved, developed systems or chains 
of variants which can provide a lead in the exploration of 
cultural relationships. For instance one can observe among 
the familiar melodies in the Missale Notatum, a highly spe-
cific tonal variation, even extending to a switch of mode. 
Some of these tonal variations are also registered by U. 
Bomm, and in such cases lessons can be drawn by fitting 
the typical Hungarian customs into the map of European divi-
sions. Such passages are: the Gr. Speciosus form /F 17, 1st 
mode substituted for 3rd, cf. Bomm p. 118/, All. Deus judex 
justus /F 179, 6th mode substituted for 8th, Bomm 144, only 
from Montpellier/, All. In die resurrectionis /F 146, 1st 
mode substituted for 7th, Bomm 13o; strong variant/, and 
All. In Exitu Israel /F 195v, 8th mode substituted for 2nd, 
Bomm 131/. This last switch of the final, which is well 
substantiated by the relationship between the 2nd and 8th 
modes, is very frequent in Hungarian Gregorian. The following 
tonal variations can be found among the communions: Aufer 
a me /F 193v, 4th instead of 2nd mode, cf. Bomm p. 78/, 
Christus resurgens /6th instead of 8th mode, Bomm 55/, 
Circuibo /F 182, 8th instead of 6th mode, Bomm 96/, Dum vene-
rit /F 153, 7th instead of 8th mode, Bomm 84/, Ego clamavi  
/F 179, 6th instead of 8th mode, Bomm 103/, and Signa eos  
/F 262v, 8th instead of 7th mode, Bomm 92/. The Offertories 
also offer three examples: Erit vobis /F 147, 8th instead of 
6th mode, Bomm 160/, In die solemnitatis /F 146v, 3rd instead 
of 1st mode, Bomm 166/ and Jubilato Deo omnis terra /F 21v, 
3rd instead of 5th mode, Bomm 168/. 
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But the Missale Notatum contains other switches of mode 
than those registered by Bomm. The introit Dicit Dominus Petro  
/F 288vI is arranged in the 6th mode instead of the 4th. The 
introit Miserere mihi /F 189v/ is essentially unchanged, but 
the psalm tone is in the 7th mode instead of the 8th. Among 
the alleluias, Christus resurgens /F 144v/ is written in the 
3rd mode instead of the 1st, and Magnus Dominus /F 182v, a 
strong melodic and textual variant/ is in the 1st mode instead 
of the 7th. The melody in the 4th mode for Alleluia Post par-
tum /F 18/ has a tonality that seems to be in the course of 
transformation: turns typical of the 4th mode remain in the 
melody, but the jubilus is C, and the D final of the verse 
leaves the mode of the piece undeterminate. That this is not 
just a scribal error is borne out by the Alleluia Per manus  
/F 319v/ and the Alleluia Lauda anima /F 311/, sung to the 
same melody. We have found mode variations not previously 
registered among the offertories: Sanctificavit Moyses /F 196, 
in the 3rd mode instead of the 5th/ and Tollite portas /F 9 V, 
in the 8th mode instead of the 2nd/. Of the communions, the 
following can be listed: Acceptabis /F 33v, in the 6th mode 
instead of the 4th/, Exsultavit ut gigas /F 8, in the 4th 
mode instead of the 6th/, Spiritus ubi vult /F 172, in the 
6th mode instead of the 8th/ and Tollite hostias /F 196, in 

lo4 
the mode instead of the 4th/. 

The mode variants are at the same time melodic variants, 
but melodic variants also occur without a change of mode. Of 
the melodic variants in which the structure is rebuilt and 
the main notes rearranged, suffice it to quote examples 
which are consistently repeated in the Esztergom melodic tra-
dition, which makes them particularly suitable for compar-
ative examination. The introit beginning Pupulus Sion /F 2/ 
has its first melodic section arranged for the main notes D 
tuba, D, E-A; it is typical not only of Esztergom but of the 
whole Hungarian tradition: 
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This melodic variant differs both from the version in the 
Graduale Romanum and from the majority of foreign medieval 

lo5 sources. 
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Similarly, the following five communions have become 
specific variants through a rearrangement of the backbone 
notes of the melody and even of the cadence notes: Signa eos  
/F 262v, GrRom 575, virtually a counterpart of the variation 
procedure that took place in the introit Populus Sion/, 
Comedite pinguia /F 192v, GrRom 370/, Dilexisti /F 267, con-
traposition of the C cadences with the closing B, cf. the 
GrRom passage ^72^ /, Quod dico vobis /F 272, GrRom [3lJ , 
different transposition/ and Regina mundi /F 266, GrRom 552, 
where the text too is a variant/.10^ 

An extremely rare series of variants can be observed 
among the graduals in the 5th mode. The first lines of the 
graduals Ad Dominum /F 49/, Anima nostra /F 15V/, Constitues 
eos /F 250 and its contrafactum, the Benedictus es, F 175/, 
and Specie tua /F 208v/, which begin the the lower register 
with a backbone note of F, can be found transposed a fifth 
higher in the Missale Notatum and in all the codices con-
taining the Esztergom melodic tradition. /They also occur in 
some of the more peripheral Hungarian sources, for example 
the Zagreb Missale Notatum./ 
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To interpret this phenomenon will require extensive comparative 
research, for this melodic idea can be found in the specif-
ically Italian traditions /Old Roman and Ambrosian/, al-
though with the less purposeful melodic line typical of them. 
It can also be found in the choral music of the Cistercians, 
into which it was built as a conscious shaping element as 
a result of reforming concepts108 /but in their case the mel-
ody reaches the reciting note from the base note, while the 
Hungarian and Italian versions immediately begin at the level 
of the reciting note/. Neither the Cistercian nor the Italian 
traditions can be considered direct sources of the Esztergom 
tradition. Could the various Italian traditions have had some 
simplified, more clearly constructed versions? Or did the 
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Cistercian choral reform become embedded in a wider musical 
theory that could have prompted the development of variants 
in other directions as well? It is scarcely probable that an 
independent, separate development could have led accidentally 
to so similar a result. Incidentally, the stock of graduals 
of the fifth mode in the Esztergom tradition also employs an 
opening in the register of F in other passages. A relatively 
stronger musical variant in this genre is Beatus vir qui 
timet /F 220v/.° The passage Gloria et honore /293v/, 
mentioned already, is a melodic and textual choice which 
should be followed up. The series of characteristically 
varied melodies can be continued with the passages Offert. De 
profundis /F 201/ and In omnem terram /F 251v, a strong va-

112 
riant, with the 2nd mode transposed to G/. The antiphons 
also contain specific musical solutions, the most specific 
being the rearranged melodic skeleton and transposed notation 113 
of Immutemur habitu /F 30/ and Juxta vestibulum /F 30v/. 

Melodic variation in the Missale Notatum extending as 
far as rearranging the principal notes has often been prompted 
initially by the specific internal laws of what is called the 
pentatonic dialect. Nevertheless, one cannot expect a mecha-
nical repetition of the formation of variants in the different 
regions, as there were various local traditions and circles 
of variants making up relatively closed units within the 
extensive area of the dialect. These circles of variants 
cannot simply be characterized as pentatonic adjustments; they 
can only be pinned down through the actual sequence of notes, 
i.e. through the typical melodic forms that reveal the formu-
lation of the dialect to which they belong. The ensemble of 
this is characteristic of a given local tradition. 

In the case of medieval Esztergom plainsong the selec-
tion of these possible melodic turns and the final facet of 114 the melodies must be considered characteristic, since they 
constituted a relatively stable feature handed down for cen-

115 
turies within the tradition. Although certain requirements 
of a particular age may cause minor surface changes to a me-
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lody, the repertory of the use of Esztergom remained essen-
tially unchanged until the end of the Middle Ages. 

The notation of the codex 

The Missale Notatum exemplifies the peculiar medieval 
notation of Esztergom /Hungarian notation/. This is determined 
by the permanent conjunction of the following basic neumes: 

Tet Clivis Tcroulus Vorrtctus Seein̂ icus CU 

A M S in) J1 T 

The basic syllabic unit is the tractulus; the clivis has 
the shape of a right-angle; of the notes of the pes the lower 
is placed on the left hand side of the stem and the upper on 
the right hand side; in the stacco forms of the climacus the 
dots are arranged vertically /for the linked climacus form, 
compare with the clivis/; the scandicus is always tied /for 
its form see the pes/. Some of these main neumes /for example 
the climacus/ can be found in Hungary as early as the beginning 
of the 12th century in a diastematic neume notation that does 
not yet use lines and is eclectic in the range of signs em-

116 ployed. Later this fixed group of main neumes appears by 
the end of the 12th century in the first surviving line no-

117 
tations. Here the repertory of signs is somewhat larger: 
there is one further form variant of the basic syllabic unit, 
the clivis and the climacus. But the early years of the 13th 
century brought a simplification, and the composition of the 
sign system settled down in the manner depicted in the table. 
The composition was to be the final one: Hungarian notational 
practice continued using this set of neumes well after the 
Middle Ages, sporadically even into the 18th century. 

During that long period of use, practically all the changes 
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in notational usage could be gauged by reference to the stable 
system of neumes, whose construction they did not affect. 

Less central to the composition of Hungarian notation are 
the ornamenting and supplementary neumes. The extent to which 
they were used varied from period to period and school to 
school. But the more general tendency was for their use to be 
restrained or dropped rather than maintained. 

The direction of notation, on the other hand, is a con-
sistently and permanently distinctive feature of Hungarian 
notation /ascending obliquely to the right and sloping ver-
tically/. This is fundamentally linked both to the structure 
of the neumes and to the manner in which they were grouped. 

After precise, detailed analyses, and the completion of 
the study of the history of notation in Hungary and comparison 

118 
of it, it has become clear that there is no readily avail-
able term to designate this type of notation: no definition 
in use today in medieval musical paleography can suitably de-
signate this stable ensemble of neumes, and so we have de-
cided to put forward a suggested designation of our own. "By 
right of usage" this notation is certainly Hungarian, which is 
borne out by its history over several centuries; moreover its 
geographical spread coincides with the borders of medieval 
Hungary. But the system of signs itself is specific. Although 
individual neume forms in it are found in various other Euro-
pean notations, nowhere else do they feature as a group like 119 
this. * The compilation of this particular ensemble of signs 
and retention of them is specifically Hungarian, and so we 
feel justified in speaking of Hungarian notation, even though 
it was based on Italian and Messine models and followed the 
traditions of German technique for neume-writing. It is a re-
formed notation of the mid-12th century, and its development 
is linked with the introduction of lines. The theoretical and 
practical elaboration of it was done, we think, in the leading 
scriptoria of Esztergom, and so another possible designation 
would be Esztergom notation. Moreover the credit for the fast 
spread of the new line notation is Esztergom's again. At that 
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time the Hungarian church was still strongly centralized, and 
the reformed notation must have been backed by the prestige 
of the archbishop for it to spread within a short time through-
out the ecclesiastical sphere of the time /includiag the area 
of the Kalocsa-Bács archdiocese, which was set up later/. 

The swiftness with which it spread is borne out by the 
scored relics that have survived in Hungary from the first 
half of the 13th century, which were made almost without ex-
ception in the new line notation. Its adoption must also have 
been facilitated by the works relating to the liturgical use 
of Esztergom. 

By the time this codex was made, Hungarian /or Eszter-
gom/ notation was already two centuries old. In that time it 
had absorbed the influence of foreign schools /from Metz, 
France and northern Italy/, the developing practice of writing 
had produced a cursive form, and from the end of the 13th 
century it had come progressively under the influence of 
Gothic notation. However that influence did not immediately 
produce the development of the divided Gothic notes split into 
note heads. Most scriptoria in Hungary, including the still 
pre-eminent one at Esztergom, aimed at first to outline tinged, 
calligraphic forms, even by using thick pens and increased 
sizes. So in the history of the Esztergom scriptorium the 
first third of the 14th century was both the end and the cli-
max of the 'period of neumes'. By the second half of the cen-
tury the divided Gothic notes were beginning to appear. 

In the Missale Notatum the music is written on four lines. 
It is carefully provided with clef-letters throughout /usually 
by fifths: F and C, or C and G, or B flat and F/, but at the 
end of the lines a custos is never used. The use of the B 
flat modification is relatively consistent, and sometimes 
followed by the natural sign /Fol 21v, Column 2, Line 1/. 
The lines are all red, while the writing itself is dark brown. 
In the body of the codex the pages are arranged in two columns 
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/one page having 12 staves/, while the 'appendix' /Kyriale, 
Sequentionale/ has undivided pages with an extra stave, so 
that all the dimensions of the notation are proportionately 
smaller. 

Compared with the size of the notes, the intervals between 
the staves are wide. That enabled the notes to be written one 
under the other, exploiting the vertical dimension to give 
maximum compression. 

The number and colouring of the lines, and the customs 
concerning the custos and the clef-letters typify the outlook 
of the school of musical theory behind the notation. They had 
been constant companions of Hungarian notation, partly from 
the beginning and partly from the 13th century /although 
towards the end of the 14th century the custos was being used 
frequently/. The arrangement of the volume and its pages re-
flects 14th century tastes, but is also determined by the form 
itself. Finally, the full utilization of the vertical dimension 
relates to a general principle that essentially affects the 
internal construction of this kind of notation. 

The notation is still the classical one of neumes, think-
ing in melodic figures. The picture of the individual notes 
changes according to the way motion is delineated. On that 
basis B. Stablein could describe it as an archaic stage of 

. . . 12o notation. 
But by the 12th century the technique of writing the 

neumes has changed. It can clearly be seen that the elements 
of these forms had already been rearranged once — they has 
been divided and then, with sharper breaks, connected once 
again /see particularly the forms of the torculus and porrec-
tus/. The pen is able to draw shades; besides hair's-breadth 
lines it can also draw straight, thick lines. The basic idea 
is a flexible, flowing style of writing, but it was already 
enlarged by the use of the new type of pen. 

Another significant change was that the gestures of the 
cursive ceased to be improvisatory. The notation became styl-
ized and calligraphic . its meandering movements became ar-
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ranged into the play of semicircles, and it became possible 
for the individual neume forms to become symmetrical in struct-
ure. Their well-balanced, harmonic form, almost artistic in 
design, is only modified by the changes in the musical material 
I size of intervals, and sometimes groupings of neumes/. 

The neume system of Hungarian notation appears in the 
121 Missale Notatum in the following form: 

fnnefcuM Clivis Tonulus Toirrectuj Stcmodtuj Clî etcus 

A s J1 "TP ? 

So the syllabic basic unit is a small slanting rectangle 
or rhombus /a tractulus derivative/ started with a hair's-
-breadth line, sometimes longer, and sometimes shorter; the 
arms of the right-angled clivis are usually straight, but 
particularly in the appended sections of the codex, they are 
sometimes in a less stylized manner, approaching the shape of 
an arch or a wavy line; the two notes of the pes /on the lower 
left and upper right hand side of the stem/ are indicated by 
arcs. The independent climacus has three variants. One is in 
the form of a single line /progressing according to the logic 
of the clivisI, and the other two are completely divided, 
consisting of vertically arranged dots. The line of dots may 
start with a double dot /in which case the subsequent dots 
lead vertically downwards from the middle in the space between 
the two opening dots, which are placed side by side/, or it 
may start with a single dot and a leader line. This latter 
form tends to appear in the body of the codex within the major 
composites, as part of the melisma notes, and only exception-
ally as a true main neume on an independent syllable; however 
the scribe of the Sequentionale uses it more often. So of the 
three climacus variants, the divided form with a double start 
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is undoubtedly the chief form in the body of the codex, and 
the linked climacus is virtually of equal rank with it. The 
divided sign with a simple start has a more restricted func-
tion, even though, based on its depiction, this alone would 
seem to be the normal form. /For the meaning of the neumes 
see later./ As in the other sources for Hungarian notation, 
the Missale Notatum has the scandicus written either completely 
linked or divided in half. The linked sign, which is the main 
form, is stylized in a similar way to the pes: its beginning 
and end are marked by arcs. These are semicricles, one facing 
upwards on the left and the other downwards on the right. 
They are precisely measured and drawn symmetrically. The half-
-linked variant is justified by the musical material, serving 
to indicate major and minor intervals /eg. fifth + minor third 
or second/; The shaping and stylization of the porrectus and 
the torculus are determined by those of the clivis and the 
pes.Both signs are written continuously, linked, and more 
forceful, Gothic breaks can be observed mainly in the shift 
of direction of the torculus. 

Ornamenting an<3 supplementary neumes in the Missale No- 
122 tatum; 
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As compared with the custom in the scriptoria using Hungarian 
notation, the Missale Notatum employs relatively more ornamen-
ting and supplementary neumes, and so it can be described as 
overly traditional for its time. Yet particularly in comparison 
with the relics in the old German neume notation, it shows a 
great change: the abundance is little more than an illusion, 
because the differentiation of the subsidiary signs has dis-
appeared. Only a few types have remained, but these occur very 
frequently, in various situations, and obviously with several 
meanings. Here we can only give a formal description of these 
signs, at their 14th century stage of development, without 
going into their origin. 

The various kinds of strophics form a larger, linked 
group /I/. They may feature either separately, in twos or 
threes, or continuously, linked with other neumes. Their form 
is changeable in shade /often according to the graphic rela-
tionship in which they appear/: they either form a tiny, 
dentation-like line or exhibit little curves /or one curve/ 
which are open upwards, principally before forms that begin 
with a similar movement. /In such cases too the tiny note-
-head is a rhombus./ Neither of these variants has a break 
in the course of writing, as the tiny notes are always fitted 
continuously, without raising the pen, either to a main neume 
or to the independent, bistrophe, or tristrophe-like forma-
tion /see a, b in I/. /There is only one exception to this, 
see Form k in I./ Like the independent dot, the independent 
bistrophe and tristrophe are preceeded by a very thin leading-
-in step. Finally, if the strophic /apostropha/ continues a 
line of vertical dots, it receives a curving, flexible drop-
-shape similar to the strophic in the old German neume nota-
tion /see Form 1 in I/. This version is naturally written 
with an independent motion, but its actual relationship with 

12 3 
the other strophics is dubious /both in form and meaning/. 

In the second group of supplementary signs /II/ a some-
what tapering straight hair's-breadth line drawn downwards 
to the left modifies the end of the basic neumes: this applies 
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to forms which end with a downward vertical line /clivis, 
linked climacus, torculus/. In form the sign resembles the old 

124 oriscus. 
In the third group /III/, the drawing of the basic neumes 

itself is changed. The manner of the change is a common one: 
the last element of every sign is the one whose original form 
is modified into a specific curve. They all denote a liques-
cence. This modification of the dot results in a specific new 
sign /cephalicus, III.a/, by which the end-point of the 
downward-curving closing line sometimes indicates the actual 
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pitch of a subsidiary note. 

The fourth group /IV/ includes independent signs and 
signs embedded in composites; they should be examined from 
the point of view of the pressus. Independent pressi /IV.a/ 
are so rare in the notation of the codex that their occurence 12 6 
almost seems accidental, and the interpretation of compos-
ites which in form include a pressus, gives rise to many prob-
lems. In Variant b/ it is the manner of composition which 
graphically separates the pressus form so as to underline it 127 as an independent unit as well. In Variant c/, especially 
by the two extreme drawings, the fact that the vertical line 

128 
of dots may in principle be of any length seems to point 
in the direction of a pressus. In Variant d/, where two neume 
forms are written in one with a common note, the pressus also 129 follows from the sense of the composite. 

Grouping of neumes and permanent composites. 
One of the basic structural features of Hungarian nota-

tion is that it aims to develop lengthy, connected groups of 
neumes consisting of the most possible notes. This endeavour 
prevails both in the Missale Notatum and in the other surviv-
ing sources. 

By starting out from the fact that even most of the basic 
neumes consist of linked lines /clivis, pes, linked climacus, 
scandicus, porrectus, torculus/, the major groups of notes 
also gain completely connected, linked forms in cases when 
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they are depicted by the juxtaposition of such neumes, so 
that in the score picture of melismas and major groups of 
notes, these basic neumes do not feature separately, side by 
side, as they do, for example, in old German neume notations 
or in the Messine and Gothicized Messine-German notations. 
They are expressed continuously, written in one in a single 
movement /as they are in the Italian notations/. Thus often 
seven or eight notes feature in a single meandering line.1^0 

At the same time the validity of the formal principle observ-
able in the other, divided climacus can also be extended — 
the score pictures built out of broken, vertical lines of dots 
can also appear in many different combinations. The major 
groups of notes that fall on one word and have a descending 
melody are in most cases expressed by long vertical lines of 
dots, either undivided or divided internally by other elements. 
On the one hand, the linked, meandering lines proceeding to 
the right, and on the other the broken, vertical lines, each 
supplement the other. This favours both aesthetic requirements, 
clarity of arrangement and readability. 

The form of the more complex compositions of neumes con-
stantly changes in the notation, in accordance with the rich-
ness and great variety of the musical material. However one 
can again observe certain permanent, repeated forms even of 
major groups of five or six notes in the notation. These can 
obviously be traced back to the resemblance of the musical 
material to a formula, and denote identical forms of motion 
and sometimes even ornaments with an identical sound: 
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The meaning of the neumes in terms of pitch is unequi-
vocal, even though the missal does not employ notes divided 
by unified 'note heads', which would depict the syllabic 
basic unit in every relationship but determines the place of 
the note in several manners according to context. Sometimes 
the horizontal stem means a note /in clivis,linked climacus 
and porrectus/, or the end of a vertical stem can also mean 
a note, sometimes with a slight thickening /at the end of the 
clivis, or at the end of a linked climacus or torculus/. The 
lower and upper curves of the pes 'circumscribe' the place 
of the note, as it were, and the same holds true for the 
opening and closing notes of the linked scandicus, in the 
middle of which a new manner of fixing the note can be ob-
served: a horizontal break in the upward line. These note 
pictures, 'drawn into the progression', alternate in the 
melismatic, slanting melodic runs with dots that signify 
concretely the place of the note. 

The meaning of the basic neumes becomes questionable and 
still requires much comparative examination in cases where 
the same basic sign is used in several formal variants. 
Possibly these formal variants wish to suggest some rhythmic 
or agogical nuances. The question arises perhaps most force-
fully with the three kinds of climacus forms and their com-
posites. Do these have to be sounded in the same way? If so, 
what need is there for three variant forms? It would seem ob-
vious, for instance, to begin the variant with the double 
start with a musical augmentation. 
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On the basis of analysis and comparison with early neume 
sources, no unified, uniform solutions can be given. In the 
distant past, before Hungarian notation had arisen, there may 
really have been differences in sound behind this kind of 
variation in form. Even in 14th century notation it seems 
probable that in a certain context the doubled starting of 
the climacus, for example, really means an augmentation, 
especially in the larger composites, at the encounter of 
different groups of notes, but there it is not so much the 
graphic picture as the relationship of the neumes that decides 
the matter. At the same time this doubling certainly does not 
mean extension more often than not: the ordinary basic form 
of the climacus is simply delineated in that way /especially 
on independent syllables in basically syllabic musical ma-
terial/. To start the sign with a double dot forms part of 
the unity of the drawing, the form of the sign, rendering it 
more pregnant and striking. The cause is not musical, but 

132 
graphic. If the climacus with a double start were to be a 
group of notes opening with an augmentation, the ordinary form 
would obviously be a vertical line of dots starting with a 
single dot. But in the codex the role of the two signs cannot 
be defined in that way. The form starting with one dot is not 
essentially used independently, and in the composites where 
it occurs, the reason why it is double is not presumably the 
burden of the pregnant formal starting, which is denoted by 
another, previous sign. /If the score picture of the group of 
melismata has to open with the climacus, then the variant 
with the double start appears./ So there is no automatically 
rhythmic or agogical difference between the two climaci with 
dismembered structures. The reasons for the formal variants 
are instead graphic, and the real musical augmentations can only 
be revealed by a more complex analysis. 

The clarification of the question is hindered by the 
presence of the linked climacus form. This sign /whose in-
terpretation is problematic in the early neume notations too/ 
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allows for various musical interpretations. The first ques-
tion is whether in the 14th century there was the same pre-
cedent in every case behind signs with identical forms. Our 
comparative analyses show that some of the linked climacus 
forms are really simple neumes /basic neumes/, while the 
others seem to be a combined figure arising from the contrac-
tion of two signs: two separate clivis included in a single 
movement. /The strong tendency in the notation for increas-
ing contraction of the in any case tied neume groups has 
already been observed in the composites./ From the point of 
view of performance that means that there is a pressus-for-
mula hidden behind this type of linked climacus: the middle 

133 
element originally signified two notes on the same pitch. 
The contracted performance of the two notes causes an synco-
pation that also changes the accent relations. The places 
where a linked climacus should or should not be interpreted as a 
neume with pressus can only be identified within the actual con-
text, based on the comparative examination of the particular oc-
curence. The pressus sense frequently apears for instance in 
certain stereotyped cadential turns, including the cadences of 
the tract or the gradual melisma: 

Another question mark remains over the interpretation 
of the climacus variants in the meaning of the difference 
between the linked and dismembered formal variants in the sim-
ple basic units. In primitive neume notations the linked 
climacus /which is mainly typical in Italian areas/ presum-
ably means a melodic procession sounded a shade faster and 
more 'fluently', as against a dismembered variant. But in 14th 
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century Hungarian notation that kind of meaning is no longer 
consistently applicable, and the use of the linked form often 
has only a graphic and aesthetic purpose. It is as if the 
notator on occasions is simply using the one of the two mu-
sically identical signs /linked climacus and dismembered clima-
cus with a doubled start/ that is more expressive, plastic 
and pleasing to the eye. For instance he prefers to vary the 
score picture of the syllabic, recitative pieces that consist 
of a sequence of countless dots by using a linked climacus 
that offers a contrast instead of the dismembered form which 
also contains a line of dots /see Folios 134v-135/. 

In general the determination of the musical meaning of 
the ornamenting and supplementary signs is the most difficult 
and debatable question in medieval musical paleography. These 
signs are specifically products of notation without lines. 
They date from the period when plainsong was still passed 
on in most cases by word of mouth, and the neume notation 
served only an aid to remembering the living sound of an 
actual performance. The ornamenting and supplementary signs 
do not remind one so much of the piece itself as of the way 
it should be sung, which differed considerably from school 
to school, including the agogics and the degree of ornamenta-
tion. So the phenomena these signs try to record are the 
most ephemeral aspect of music, most closely linked to parti-
cular times and schools. Just as the rich stock of plainsong 
and the medieval monody in general arrived at later periods 
in its development, so the performing peculiarities of its 
classical period, which differed region by region, became 
lost or modified and transformed, and they were all the addi-
tional sounding elements referred to by the supplementary 
signs of the neume notations. Not only did the original 
meaning behind the signs undergo a relatively fast change, 
for when the neume notations were replaced by modern line nota-
tion, this additional layer in the system of signs underwent 
a great upheaval. Most of the supplementary neumes disappeared 
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completely - Guido of Arezzo himself did not consider it im-
portant to mark such nuances, for a fairly good singer would 
use them anyway. Only the German notating schools preserved 
for any length of time almost the whole range of traditional 
ornamenting neumes originally used in the neume notations. 
Elsewhere their place was usually filled by simply adding 
dots of strophics, and so places in Gregorian music which had 
originally been the richest in nuances were subsequently 
filled on many occasions by notes denoting a mechanical aug-
mentation . 

In the notation of the Missale Notatum, most of the open 
questions are in this field. For instance the kinds of stroph-
ics of the time /Example No. 5/1/, which seem to be uniform 
by comparison with earlier neume notation, clearly mean dif-
ferent things on different occasions and mark several dif-
ferent sounding elements according to the context. Thus the 
strophic at the end of a neume /continuosly written with it 
or attached to it as the continuation of a vertical line of 
dots/ often refers, in places where there is a change of 
syllables, to liquescense, i.e. it expresses the musical pro-
jection of a linguistic phenomenon is the text. Strophics 
with that meaning usually appear singly rather than is 

134 
series. 

In other none too infrequent cases the musical context 
and the text make it clear that the same strophic sign does 
not represent liquescense: either the fundamentals of the 
text are different or there is no text at all, only a pure 
/melismatic/ melody. In such cases the strophic can feature 
both at the beginning and at the end of the basic neume, but 
it may also be an independent formation as a bistrophe or a 
tristrophe, either in a melisma or on a separate syllable. 
It obviously has several meanings, or to be more precise it 
obviously had several meanings originally. In early neume 
notations the place of the uniform strophics, which had al-
ready become stylized in part for graphic reasons, is taken by 
various ornamenting neumes, whose formal differentiation seems 
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to have disappeared during the change-over to line notation. 
At the same time as the original differentiation, which 
differed from region to region, disappeared, the graphic pic-
ture of the old ornamental neumes clearly continued to in-
spire the form of the secondary signs, even in the more deve-
loped line notation. For example, the kinds of strophics 
preceding the pes and the scandicus, written continuously and 
shaped with little curves, recall types of quilisma found in 
German neume notation. Moreover the form of the bistrophe 
introduced by a thin stem and written in one after Italian 
pattern resembles the old German or French virga strata. 
Based on the 14th century score picture, the strophic can 
either mean an extension, an accentuation, a note fluttered 
in a tremolo manner, or some other, similar ornamentation. At 
that time the interpretation was already decided by practice 
based on tradition. The notation itself, when it clearly 
separates the kinds of strophics from the basic neumes in 
size, clearly refers to some purely musical, agogical or 
melodic ornament that is of a supplementary character to the 
main notes of the melody. For present-day performance it is 
the utmost importance to arrange these places within the 
piece as a whole and its internal musical interrelationships, 
measuring them so that an extension of the sound of these 
ornaments does not occupy too much time within the given 
proportions. Over-extension is always a great danger when a 
piece is being performed from a late-Gregorian score picture. 
Having worked out the proper time ratios, one can go on to 
attempt to differentiate between the grace notes, and in 
doing so collation with older neume notations may help. But 
the most important principle seems to be that the most finely 
shaded and most delicate points of a medieval score picture 
should not become a source of monotony during the performance, 
as they can do if merely mechanical extensions are employed 
due to the lack of any clear meaning in the signs. 

X X X 
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Now that the whole history of Hungarian notation has 
been examined, we conclude that the calligraphic version of 
this notation, stylizing with semicircular elements and dating 
from the early 14th century, is the work of the Esztergom 
scriptorium /presumably at the cathedral/. It is probable too 
that in the early decades of the 14th century Esztergom was 
making notated books for other dioceses as well, as a rela-
tively large number of codex fragments from the period and 
written in the same manner as the Missale Notatum have survi-

135 
ved in various libraries in the country. 

However this Esztergom stylization of Hungarian notation, 
was taken in the early 14th century as a model by many other 
scriptoria in Hungary, where it was followed more or less 
exactly. The Paulites kept to it up until the end of the 
Middle Ages. Esztergom notation even exerted influence on 
Zagreb, although other calligraphic methods for the same 
notation were used there concurrently. 

The question remains as to whether 14th century Pozsony 
was a follower of Esztergom notation. 

By the beginning of the 14th century, the links of the 
different notating centres to Esztergom were no longer so 
unanimous as they had been a century and a half earlier when 
line notation was being introduced. Hungarian cities embarked 
on a new path of development from the early 14th century. 
Particularly in the regions of mixed nationality with lively 
international contacts, and in the small German linguistic 
islands another type of choral line notation was beginning to 
spread. It had just arrived newly from western Europe, and 
it brought with it a great change: from then on the pastoral 
churches in Hungary no longer used a single type of line 
notation. The city parishes and even some of the chapters 
cultivated the new, internationally widespread notation, which 
in terms of the composition of its sign system was a Messine-
-German mixed notation, with Gothic pen work and initially 
tending in technique.towards the cursive. Since all these 
characterstics cannot be covered by a single term, we call it, 
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on the basis of the definition of the Benedictines of Soles-
mes /notation messine gothique/ Gothicized Messine-German  

137 
notation. Hungarian notation also assimilated Messine 
elements /e.g. the syllabic basic unit/ and so the two nota-
tions have common features, but there are many more marks 
distinguishing them, which can be illustrated by a comparison 
with the structure of the Messine-German notation: 
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This new notation, which gained popularity in the 14th 
century, was taken over in Pozsony as well. A whole series 
of choral books known with certainty to have been made there, 
bear this out for the 15th century. They áll contain a 
beautifully stylized variant of the Messine-German notation, 

138 developed under Austrian influence. But undoubtedly the 
notation was already known and used in Pozsony in the previous 
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century. The missal with the shelf-mark OSZK Clmae 94, 
written in Pozsony in that period, uses Messine-German nota-
tion, and indeed the priest of Csukárd near Pozsony in the 
same century /1377/ prepared a Missale Strigoniense, using 14o 
expressedly Rhineland notation. Pozsony embarked on a road 
of bourgeois development and material prosperity in the 14th 
century, and slowly developed an adequate environment for 
official secular scribes /Stuhlschreiber/, so presumably its 
notation practice and codex writing was diverging from Eszter-
gom' s, even though its liturgical use and music retained Esz-
tergom customs beyond the end of the Middle Ages. 

All signs seem to indicate that the main writing of the 
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141 Missale Notatum was not done in Pozsony but in Esztergom. 
However the recording of the Rex Regum tract on Folio 55v 

indicates that the codex came to Pozsony at an early date, 
as this note already used the Messine-German notation of the 
other codices known certainly to have been written in Pozsony. 

Why did early 14th century Pozsony need an 'alien' codex, 
a missal brought from Esztergom? As A. Ipolyi pointed out in 
1856, the archives of the Pozsony chapter were totally ravaged 
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and burned down by the Bohemian troops of Ottokar in 1271. 
The stock of liturgical codices must also have been decreased 
and in need of supplementing from elsewhere, it stood to 
reason that the main assistance should come from the competent 
see at Esztergom. The same destruction, however, may also have 
encouraged the codex writers of Pozsony in breaking with 
earlier tradition and embarking on a new path in their nota-
tion, achieving a more international style better suiting the 
changed society of the city. 

Questions of performance 

There are no great difficulties in reading, translitera-
ting and singing the contents of the codex. The pitch is 

universally easy to read, and the placing of the individual 
notes unequivocal even in the linked figures. In the ascending 
linked figurations the codex usually draws no ledger lines, 
and one can only tell from a higher placing that one has to 
step a third /and not a second/ above the highest stave. It 
is sometimes difficult to decide whether one encounters a 
pes of which the middle has flowed into the score line, or 
whether there is a scandicus with a break in the middle. 

For the performer it is inspiring to read the figures 
containing several notes written together and the score 
picture which encourages the holding together of the melisma-
tic figurations, particularly in the case of certain stereo-
typed melodic formations, whose recurring picture urges an 
essentially identical performance in which the many notes 
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are heard as a single gesture. 
The codex gives no instructions about rhythm /or more 

precisely duration/. In the case of certain figurations 
/particularly the double-dotted and linked climacus/ 
guidance was given in the chapter on paleography. In a 
modern performance it is desirable to render the liques-
censes and the elements which presumably mean tiny breaks 
/oriscus/. The codex does not mark the internal division 
of the movements, or the minor or major stops. As far as 
the rhythm and formal shaping are concerned, the performer 
must rely mainly on his stylistic knowledge and sense of 
form. 

Some customary abbreviations in the codex should be 
taken into consideration. The verse of the psalm to be 
fitted to the introit is marked by giving the incipit of 
the psalm text, with the melodic formula of the first 
halve-verse, and then by giving the closing formula 
connected to the abbreviation of the closing words of the 
Gloria Patri / S e u o u a e /. That means that one must 
look up the whole verse of the psalm and fit its second 
half to the formula SEUOUAE. That is followed by the 
Gloria Patri, and the recapitulation of the whole anti-
. 143 phon. 

The refrain verse of the alleluias is built out of 
the alleluia motif + the melismatic jubilus. This jubilus 
must generally be taken over to the end of the versus 
and then the complete alleluia refrain must be repeated. 
The codex does not write out the recapitulations, only 
the incipit references, not even in offertories with 
versus. 

Finally, only the beginnings of the stereotyped me-
lismas sung at the end of the first and second strophes 
of the Graduals feature. The full form can fortunately 
be read in one of the other passages of the same type; 
the melisma can be transferred from there to all pieces 
of the same type. To demonstrate this, here is a precise 
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transliteration of the gradual Justus ut palma, followed by 
a transliteration complemented with performing suggestions: 
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Notes 

1. The manuscript is known to have been used by a number of 
marginal notes and data, e.g. on Folios 4 V, 55v, 134v, 
194V, 200Y 209, 218V, 221V, 238V, 243V, 244, 252V, 253, 
/the sequence Illibata mente sana, text only/, 26i, 254 , 
etc. Moreover, the missal is undoubtedly among the 
earliest of the Pozsony chapter's manuscripts, and so must 
have been included in the Inventarium rerum ecclesie sancti 
Martini in Posonio of 1425, where it may be the item mar-
ked "unum librum specialium missalum". See Sopko J.: 
'Supis kníh bratislavskej kapituiskej kni^nice z roku 
1425' /Register of the Books in the Library of the Po-
zsony Chapter/ in Slovenská archivistika, Vol. 4, 1969, 
p. 94. The information is given under No. 8. 

2. Kollányi F.: 'A Széchényi Országos Könyvtár őrének kinevezé-l 
se körül felmerült kérdések' /Matters Arising from the Nomi-
nation of the Librarian of the National Széchényi Library/in 
Magyar Könyvszemle /Hungarian Book Review - hereafter MK/, 
1904, 37. For the date the codex was compiled see Jávor E.: 
Hét kéziratos pozsonyi missale a Nemzeti Muzeumban /Seven 
Manuscript Pozsony Missals in the National Museum/, Bu-
dapest, 1942, p. 7, where other bibliographical informa-
tion appears. All in all one can say the Pozsony manu-
scripts were already in the possession of the Pest museum 
by 1814. 

3. Further evidence is that a missal came to Pest with other 
manuscripts, and was given the shelf-mark Clmae 214 in the 
Országos Széchényi Könyvtár /National Széchényi Library -
hereafter OSZK/. That missal is a version of this one 
without notation; it is in the hand of the same scribe 
and tallies word for word with the manuscript published 
here. It features in the literature on the subject along 
with the other Pozsony missals delivered to Budapest and 
is referred to as Cod.A. See D. Polycarpus Radó OSB: 
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Libri liturgici manuscripti bibliothecarum Hungáriáé et 
limitropharum regionum /hereafter Rado, P., 1973/, Buda-
pest, 1973. pp. lol-ll. 

4. 'A pozsonyi káptalannak kéziratai' /Manuscripts of the 
Pozsony Chapter/, in Magyar Sion /Hungarian Zion/, 1866, 
135-6. 

5. Vetus Hymnarium Ecclesiasticum Hungáriáé /hereafter Dankó, 
J., 1893/, Budapestini 1893, pp. 95-7, 188, 213, 275 etc. 

6. For instance, Pór A.: 'Házassági szertartások a XIV. szá-
zadban' /Marriage Ceremonies in the 14th Century/, in 
Történelmi Tár /Historical Collection, - hereafter TT/, 
1883, pp. 603-7. 

7. Pozsony város története /'History of the City of Pozsony/, 
particularly Part Four of Vol. II: A városlakosság családi, 
anyagi, értelmi és valláserkölcsi élete 1300-1526 /The 
Family, Financial, Intellectual and Religious-Moral Life 
of the City's Inhabitants, 1300-1526/, Pozsony, 1903. 

8. Interestingly several sheets and fragments were found 
around 1971 in Nándor Knauz's bequest; these are now in 
the Bratislava Municipal Archives. They include Folio 236, 
which contains the beginning of the canon /but cannot be 
reproduced/. Another phase in the search for the manuscript 
is marked by P. Radó's statement in 1941 in his 'Index 
codicum manu scriptorum liturgicorum Regni HungáriáéPannonhalmi fő-
apátság! Szent Gellért főiskola évkönyve az 1940/41-es 
tanévre /Yearbook of the Abbey College of St Gellért at 
Pannonhalma, Academic Year 1940-41/, Pannonhalma, 1941, 
p. 182 /Note 202/, which refers to post-1918 Hungarian li-
terature /e.g. to Menyhért Zalán in MK, 19,27. p. 65. and 
Pannonhalmi Szemle /Pannonhalma Review/, 1928, p. 192./ 
and states: "... comperimus, librum nunc non inveriri in 
Bibliotheca Capituli". 

9. Here we list only the major musicological works: Szendrei, 
J.: 'Az Esztergomi Missale notatum hangjelzése' /The Nota-
tion in the Esztergom Missale Notatum/, in Zenetudományi 
dolgozatok /Musicological Studies - hereafter ZD/, Buda-
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pest, 1979, and A magyar középkor hangjegyes forrásai /No-
tated Sources of the Hungarian Middle Ages/, Budapest, 

v 

1981,- Rybaric, R. : 'Die älteste notierte Handschrift in 
der Slowakei', in Musicologica Slovaca, XV. Bratislava, 
1982. 
In this study the sheets are numbered as follows: 
a/ The unnumbered calendar pages have folio numbers in 

parentheses. 
b/ The body of the codex, originally marked in Roman fi-

gures, are given corresponding Arabic numerals, 
c/ The unnumbered supplementary part of the codex continues 

the numbering of the previous but uses square brackets. 
We have not used the subsequent folio numbering given to 
the codex after it had become imperfect. Comparison with 
that numbering can be made from the following table: 
MISSALE NOTATUM Br. Arch.Mesta 

EC Lad.3. 
new folio num-
bering 

Br.Arch. Mesta Tr. 
frag-

EL 18 ments 
new folio num-
bering sub-

sequent 
folio 
numbe-
ring 

f(l -
1 -
12-
13-
32-
34-
49-
50-
54-
56-
110 
124 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
136 
137 

f [3 20 
f [322 
f [328 

2V) 
1 1 V 

12V 

31V 
33V 

v 
48 
4 9 ' 
53 
55V 

109v  

-123 
-125 
-126' 
-127 
-128 
-129' 
-135 
-136 
-319 
- 3 21VJ 
- 327VJ 
- 36 9VJ 

v 
v 
V 

- V 

2 - 1 2 
deest 
13-31 

v 

v 

desunt 
32-32v 
desunt 
33-34v 
desunt 
35-48V 

v 
v 

deest 
49-49 
50-55 
deest 
56-2 38̂  

239-244 v 
3 - 4 v 

1-2V,5-43V 

f 1 - 2 v 

f 3 - 4 v 

f 5 - 6 

f 7 - 7 

v 

v 

f 8 - 8 v 
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11. Op.cit., p. 135 
12. Op.cit., p. 101 
13. ' Z dejin kódexov a miniaturna Slovensku' /From the History 

v v of Slovakian Codices and Miniatures/ in Kniznica - casopis 
v / 

pre kniznu kulturu, ed. V. Martin, 1953, p. 73. Like other 
scholars, Sabol was unaware that the codex is identical 
with the source material Knauz 10. He sees French and 
Augustinian elements in the artistic execution of the ma-
nuscript . / v 

14. Stredoveké latínské kődexy v slovenskych knizniciach 
/Medieval Latin Codices in Slovakian Libraries/, Matica 
Slovenská, 1981, p. 49. 

15. 'Denkmäler des Gregorianischen Chorals aus dem ungari-
schen Mittelalter' in Studia Musicologica /hereafter StM/, 
Vol. IV, fasc 1-2, Budapest 1963, p. 152, Note 44. 

16. 'Az esztergomi Missale notatum hangjelzése' /Notation in 
the Esztergom Missale Notatum/, in ZD, Budapest 1979, p. 
84, Note 4. 

17. Ortvay, T.: Pozsony Város története /History of the City 
of Pozsony/, Vol. Ill, Pozsony, 1894. See 'Collection of 
Data on Canons and Priests', pp. 229-37, Part One of Vol. 
II, Pozsony 1895, pp. 49-5o, and Part Four of Vol. II, 
Pozsony 1903, p. 380, Note 2. it is apparant that Péter 
owned at least two houses in Pozsony: one of them was 
bought by the Cistercians of Heuligenkreuz in 1307, and 
with the other he set up a bequest for the reading of 
masses in 1341. 

18. The third manuscript relating to Canon Péter could have 
been a Speciale ecclesiae Posoniensis /1318/. It is 
mentioned by Knauz /in Magyar Sion, 1866, pp. 457-60/ 
and Dankó, J., 1893 /pp. 99-100, under No. 33/, but is 
no longer to be found in the library. 

19. See Dankó, J., 1893, p. 960: ligaturae inter asseres. The 
manuscript must also have had a binding, as did its cousin, 
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\ \ 

the manuscript Clmae 214, mentioned already- For further 
details see Jávor, op.cit. 8~9. 

20. Knauz, N.: Kortan hazai történetünkhöz alkalmazva /Chrono-
logy Adapted to Hungarian History/', Budapest 1876. pp. 237, 
155. 

21. The word Hungary is used here and henceforward in the sense 
already defined. 

22. Of the several essentially identical, printed Esztergom 
missals published around the turn of the 15th and 16th 
centuries, we have used the one published in Venice in 
1511. 

23. Göttweig, Cod.lat. 234, first half of 15th century, cf. 
Szendrei, J.: 'A magyar középkor hangjegyes forrásai' 
/Notated Sources of the Hungarian Middle Ages/, Budapest 
1981, Codex M 22 /hereafter Szendrei, J. 1981/; see also 
Missale Fratrum Heremitarum..., Venice 1514. 

24. See Török, J.: A magyar pálosrend liturgiájának forrásai, 
kialakulása és főbb sajátosságai /1225-1600/ /The Sources, 
Development and Main Characteristics of the Liturgy of 
the Hungarian Paulite Order/, Budapest 1977. 

25. On this source group, see Szendrei, J. 1981, pp. 25-7, 30-
36. 

26. OSZK, MNy 1; cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 40-76; for an evalua-
tion of the codex from a musicological point of view see 
Szendrei, J., 1981, pp. 23-4. 

27. Esztergom, Főszékesegyházi Könyvtár /Chief Cathedral 
Library/', Mss 1.1 and 3 b; cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 511-13; 
from a musical point of view: Szendrei, J., 1981, p. 32. 

28. Szendrei, J., 1981: Codices C 102, C 124 and C 79. 
29. Szendrei, J., 1981, pp. 49-50 /also a list of sources/. 
30. See p. 46. 
31. Falvy, Z. and Mezey, L.: Codex Albensis. Ein Antiphonar aus 

dem 12. Jahrhundert, Graz, 1963. 
32. On the use of Esztergom see Radó, P., 1973; Falvy, Z. and 

Mezey, L.: op.cit. pp. 20-23 /'Ungarländische Riten im 
Mittelalter' by Mezey/; Magyar Zenetörténet /Hungarian 
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Musical History, hereafter MZ/, I. ed. B. Rajeczky, Chap. 
VII, Budapest, in the press. 

33. We have used the Graduale sacrosanctae Romanae ecclesiae 
de tempore et de sanctis, Parisiis, Tornaci, Romae, 1938 
e. /hereafter GrR/. 

34. See the list of the sung passages on p. 91-99. 
35. Cf. Schlager, K.; Thematischer Katalog der ältesten 

Älleluja-Melodien,München 1965 /hereafter Schlager, K., 
1965/, No. 46; the passages can also be traced in the 
Polish tradition, see Miazga, T.: Gradual Jana Olbrachta 
/hereafter Miazga, T., 1980/, Graz 1980, p. 42 /as an 
ad libitum passage next to the alleluia Laetatus sum/. 

36. See Graduale juxta ritum Sacri Ordinis Praedicatorum, 
Romae, 1936, p. 7; cf. Prague University Library MS I B 
10 /a 13th century Prague missal, without folio numbering/. 

37. This missal, which has some archaic features, gives it in 
the third Christmas mass, see Missale Quinqueecclesiense, 
Venezia, 1499, Fol.XIV; the Futaki Gradual /Szendrei, J., 
1981, Codex C 45/ gives it under the second Christmas 
mass. This rare alleluia has only been discovered by 
scholars in an Italian source, cf. Schlager, K., 1965, 
No. 244. 

38. Bruylants, dom P.; Les oraisons du Missel Romain, I-II, 
Louvain, 1952. 

39. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 108-109. 
40. Cf. Stäblein, B.: Monumenta Monodica Medii Aevi, Bd. I. 

/Hymnen/, Kassel and Basel, 1956 /hereafter MonMonI/, Nos. 
1001-3, 1020. 

41. On its melody see also MGG 8 /1960/, Sp. 995; cf. MZ I, 
Chap. VII; in the same place is an evaluation of the 
version of the Exultet found in the Missale Notatum. 

42. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 119-22. 
43. The 13th century note: Missale Notatum, Zagreb University 

Library, MR 70 /Szendrei, J., 1981, Codex C 59/, Fol. 
54v; see also in: Patai Gradual, C 102, Fol. 33; Tran-
sylvanian Gradual, C 37, Fol. 31; Futaki Gradual, C 45, 
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Fol. 47; Bakócz Gradual, Vol. I, C 15, Fol. 73, etc. 
44. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 62, 85. 
45. Radó, P., 1973, p. 62. 
46. For a comparison see Miazga, T.: Die Gesänge zur Oster-

prozession in den handschriftlichen Überlieferungen vom 
10. bis zum 19. Jahrhundert /hereafter Miazga, T., 1979/, 
Graz, 1979. 

47. See Schlager, K.: 'Anmerkungen zu den zweiten Alleluja-
- Versen', in Archiv für Musikwissenschaft, 24 /1967/, 
pp. 199-219. 

48. Compare, for instance, Das Graduale der St. Thomaskirche 
zu Leipzig, e.P. Wagnerf Leipzig, 1930, pp. 130-44 
/hereafter Wagner, P., 1930/. 

49. See MonMon I, No. 1019 /cf. p. 621/; No. 1021 /cf. p. 622/. 
50. The text of these verses was published in part in Dankó, 

J. 1893, pp. 293-4. 
51. This latter context has been pointed out by László Dob-

szay, see MZ I, Chap. VII. Of the patrons of the joint 
chapters, St Stephen the Martyr also features in the orig-
inal basic text of Ardua spes, but the commemoration of 
St George, and especially of St Thomas a Backet are speci-
al features, cf. Dreves, G.M.: Ein Jahrtausend Lateini-
scher Hymnendichtung, Leipzig, 1909, I, pp. 96-7; the two 
strophes on St Adalbert can also be considered special 
features. /The verse beginning ut devota bono te plebs 
edocta patrono presumably refers to a church dedicated to 
Adalbert, cf. Fol. 159/. The individual commemorations 
in the hymn Humili prece are: Adalbert /in as many as 
three verses/, Stephanus rex, Henricus /dux/, Ladislaus 
rex; see Fol. 160v-161. 

V 3T 

52. On the margin o f Fol. 116-117 Ifacs imile: Szendrei, J.: 
A Pray kódex vonalrendszeres kottái /The Line-Notation 
Scores in the Pray Codex/, ZD, 1980, p. 212/. All. Honor 
virtus is not registered in Schlager, K., 1965. 

53. The gospel Cum venerit is retained even in the printed 
Esztergom missal, cf. Radó, P., 1973, p. 19. 
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54. Schlager, K., 1965, pp. 26-9. 
55. Gospel Cum sublevasset; cf. Radó, P., 1973, p. 19. 
56. Missale Zagrabiense, Venice, 1511, Fol. 139. 
57. Cf. Schlager, K.: Munumenta Monodica Medii Aevi, Bd. VII 

/Alleluja-Melodien I/, Bärenreiter, 1968 /hereafter 
MonMon VII/, p. 626. 

58. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 13-4, 102-7; Dankó, J., 1893 /the 
calendar of the Esztergom Capitulare, OSZK, Clmae 408/. 

59. Abbreviations in the calendar: s = sancti, ep = episcopi, 
epp = episcoporum, m = martyris, mm = martyrum, pp = 
papae, cf = confessoris, cff = confessorum, v = virginis, 
pont = pontificis, ap = apostoli, app = apostolorum, abb = 
abbatis, ev = evangelistae. Names in parentheses only 
feature in marginal insertions. Since the faded red 
writing of the calendar is hardly visible in the photo-
graphs, the most important feasts are scarcely legible in 
the facsimiles, but on the basis of the main body of the 
codex, they can be deduced unequivocally. 

60. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 30-1, 64. 
61. These occur in other notated sources from tradition-bound 

areas; see, for instance Wagner, P., 1930, pp. 203, 206, 
although even here there is only one mass for the feast 
of St John the Baptist. Elsewhere from the 13th century 
onwards there are abridgements, see, for instance, the 
Prague University Library missal Ms I B 10 /without 
scores!/. 

62. As is the Pray Codex, see the margin of Fol. 82. 
63. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 65, 85. 
64. See MZ I, Chap. VII; compare the melody of the Alleluia-

-jubilus with that of the All. Aemulor-jubilus, Fol. 321V; 
on the text, see Körmendy, K.: Egy XV. századi magyaror-
szági graduále /'A 15th Century Gradual from Hungary/, MK, 
1974, pp. 111-15. 

65. In the Bakócz Gradual All. Sancte Adalberte is already an 
independent Phrygian melody /Vol. II, Fol. 69v/. 
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66. See Schlager, K., 1965, Nos. 274, 223, 45. /With the first 
two pieces the liturgical use needs examining, while the 
third is a rare passage in European tradition./ 

67. Schlager, K., 1965, No. 199; cf. MonMon VII, pp. 438, 617 
/with the text Sancte Elygi/. The rare French melody for 
St1 Nicholas is recorded nowhere else. See also Pal Mus X, 
pp. 20 ff.; of the Hungarian sources: Bakócz Gradual, Vol. 
II, Fol. 26. 

68. Schlager, K., 1965, No. 197; cf. MonMon VII, pp. 252, 616. 
The melody features in this codex in the appendix /Fol. 
319v/: an interestingly unique variant with a specific 
transposition /D instead of E/. 

69. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 110, 123. 
70. Already in the Pray Codex, cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 44, 123. 
71. See Pór, A.: 'Házassági szertartások a XIV. században' 

/Marriage Ceremonies in the 14th Century/, TT, pp. 603-7; 
Dankó, J., 1893, pp. 96-7; cf. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 68-9 
/Pray Codex/, 123-4 /0SZK Clmae 94/. 

72. Cf. for instance the material of the Pray Codex, Radó, P., 
1973, pp. 69-70. 

73. Cf. Radó, P., 1973, p. 124. 
74. See Schlager, K., 1965, No. 227 /Primus ad Syon/; the 

other two passages have not yet been discovered in ma-
terial from before the 12th century. 

75. On the first Kyrie without a trope mark, cf. Landwehr-
-Melnicki, M.: Das einstimmige Kyrie des lateinischen 
Mittelalters, Regensburg, 1955 /hereafter Melnicki/, No. 
137 /only known from the Bakócz Gradual/; the following 
two have no exact equivalents in Melnicki,; the fourth is 
a generally known passage /Melnicki No. 161/; the fifth 
is a Hungarian formulation /see p.39./. 

76. Cf. Bosse, D.: Untersuchung einstimmiger mittelalterlicher 
Melodien zum "Gloria in excelsis Deo", Regensburg, 1955. 
The repertory of the Missale Notatum: Nos. 11, 12, 56 
/transposed/, 24, 21, the sixth passage, weaving in the 
Kyrie intonation, does not feature in Bosse's catalogue, 
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Nos. 5, 51, once again 12 but incompletely, a strong vari-
ant of No. 19 /key of E instead of D/, No. 23 /with a 
trope/. The last Gloria melody of the Missale Notatum does 
not feature in the catalogue. 

77. See Thannabaur, P.J.:. Das einstimmige Sanctus der römi-
schen Messe in der handschriftlichen Überlieferung des 
11. bis 16. Jahrhunderts, München, 1962, p. 141, Variante 
zu Melodie 68 = Missale Notatum 1. Sanctus; Mel. 106 = 
Miss.Not. 2. Sanctus; Mel. 119. = Miss.Not. 5. Sanctus  
/only from a Hungarian source/; p. 160, Var. zu Mel. 116 
= Miss.Not. 6. Sanctus; pp. 141 and 129, Var. zum Mel. 
49 = Miss.Not. 7. Sanctus; passages 3-4 and 8-9 of the 
repertory of our codex do not feature in Thannabaur's 
catalogue. 

78. Schildbach, M.: Das einstimmige Agnus Dei und seine hand-
schriftliche Überlieferung vom 10. bis 16. Jahrhundert, 
Erlangen, 1967. 

79. See the summary in MZ I, now in the press; cf. Melodiarium 
Hungáriáé Medii Aevi, I, Supplementary Vol. ,Budapest, 1982. 

80. Cf. Szendrei, J.: 'Az Akadémiai Könyvtár T 256 jelzetű 
töredéke. A "Laudem Deo" két hazai följegyzésének jelen-
tősége' /The Fragment T 2 56 in the Library of the Aca-
demy of Sciences. The Significance of the Two Hungarian 
Notations of Laudem Deo/, ^D, 1978, pp. 19-34 /the 
transliteration of the note in Missale Notatum on pp. 
30-4/. 

81. Cf. MGG 4 /1954/, Sp. 1448. 
82. A Dorian melody /cf. Wagner, P.: Einführung in die grego-

rianischen Melodien, III, Leipzig, 1921, p. 254, -
hereafter Wagner, P., 1921/; this is characteristic in 
the main Hungarian sources, see MZ I, Chap. VII. 

83. The text of the two Sanctus tropes was published in Dankó, 
J., 1893, p. 315. For Sanetus.A quo sunt omnia see AH, 
Bd. 47, p. 318, No. 290; Thannabaur registered it in 1962 
as a datum without melody, from French and Spanish 
sources /op.cit. p. 256/; for the text of Sanctus Deus 
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Pater cujus praesentia of AH, Bd. 47, p. 326; Thannabaur, 
op.cit. p. 249. 

84. For the melody of All. Posuisti domine cf. MonMon VII, p. 
389. 

85. P. Wagner knows about this possibility in old books /see 
Wagner, P., 1921, p. 372/. 

86. It was more widely known in the transalpine regions with 
the versus Quoniam elevata est, cf. MGG 5 /1956/, Sp. 648; 
Wagner, P., 1930, p. 221; Pal Mus XIX, Fol. 147r; in both 
places with word variants; also kept in evidence by Miazga, 
T., 1980, see p. 147. 

87. Instead of a Justus melody, the contrafactum of the Grad. 
Domine prevenisti /cf. codex Fol. 224v and 265v/; it has 
not been recorded thus in any literature, cf. MGG 5 
/1956/, Sp. 649. 

88. Laetabitur justus - contrafactum, cf. MonMon VII, pp. 277 
and 640. 

89. A more recent medieval melody, see MonMon VII, p. 636. 
90. Contrafactum of Justi epulentur, cf. MonMon VII, p. 580. 
91. Of the Hungarian sources also see eg. Bakócz Gradual /Vol. 

I, Fol. 11/; Patai Gradual /Fol. 12/; Transylvanian Gra-
dual /Fol. 2V - incomplete/; with the Paulites the passage 
survived even into the 18th century. 

92. To the melody of Domine in yirtute, see MonMon VII, pp. 
132 and 625. 

93. To the melody of In die resurrectionis, see MonMon VII, 
pp. 289 and 661. 

94. A medieval composition which does not feature in MonMon 
VII, and can be traced in Hungary as early as in the 13th 
century /Zagreb Missale Notatum, Szendrei, J., 1981: 
Codex C 47, Fol. 196; cf. Bakócz Gradual, Vol. II, Fol.93/. 

95. A medieval composition that does not feature in MonMon VII  
/Bakócz Gradual, Vol. II, Fol. 91v/. 

96. Populo suo is a text variant for the customary nobis. The 
melody does not feature in MonMon VII and is a new-style 
composition; in Missale Notatum it also appears to the 
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text All. Post partum. 
97. It does not feature in MonMon VII; it the codex it also 

appears to the text Nativitas gloriosae, cf. Fol. 322v. 
98. Cf. Note 96; concerning the melody of All. Post partum  

which features in Fol. 18, see MonMon VII, pp. 387 and 
604. 

99. Cf. Note 97. The other Nativitas gloriosae in Fol. 274v 

is based on the melody of All. Laetabitur justus, see 
MonMon VII, p. 277. 

100. The use of melodies in the Missale Notatum fits into a 
broader sphere, cf. Wagner, P., 1930, p. 225. Compare 
other Hungarian sources: Zagreb Missale Notatum /13th 
century/ Fol. 227; Bakócz Gradual, Vol. II, Fol. 93V. 

101. See Rajeczky, B.: 'Kontrafaktur in den Ordinarium-Sätzen 
der ungarischen Handschriften', StM, 1977, pp. 228-9. 

102. Ibid., p. 233. The Sanctus A quo sunt omnia /Fol. 369v/ 
uses Thannabaur's melody No. 49, but transposes it into 
F, cf. Missale Notatum, Fol. 327v, third passage /here 
written out in G!/. Sanctus Deus Pater cujus praesentia 
fits into the same melody /transposition into G/. 

103. Bomm, U.: Der Wechsel der Modalitätsbestimmung in der 
Tradition der Messgesänge im IX. bis XIII. Jahrhundert, 
Einsiedeln, 1929 /hereafter Bomm/. 

104. The mode variations in the Missale Notatum are not 
accidental: each of them can be found in the notated 
sources that transmit the Esztergom tradition, for in-
stance in the Bakócz Gradual; some can even be found in 
more peripheral Hungarian sources /Intr. Miserere mihi,  
for example, is in the 7th mode in all the Hungarian 
diocesan codices; Off. Sanctificavit is in the 3rd mode 
in the Kolozsvár Gradual too = Szendrei, J., 1981, C 51, 
etc./. 

105. The first line of the music example: Zagreb Missale Nota-
tum, 13th century, Fol. 16v; second line: the present 
codex, Fol. 2; third line: Wagner, P., 1930, p. 3. 
Further variants: Miazga, T., 1980, p. 245. 
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106. These forms became stabilized in the Esztergom tradition 
and were repeated in the Bakócz Gradual. 

107. See Stäblein, B. and Landwehr-Melnicki, M: Die Gesänge 
des altrömischen Graduale /hereafter MonMon II/, Bären-
reiter, 1970, pp. 149, 155, 156; Antiphonale missarum 
juxta ritum sanctae ecclesiae Mediolanensis, Romae, 
1935, p. 497. For the more specific opening line of the 
pair of passages Constitues and Benedictus es cf. Pal Mus, 
XIX, Fol. 136r. 

108. Marosszéki, S.: Les origines du chant cistercien, Vatican, 
1952, pp. 64-7. 

109. The G cadence of the opening motif features in GrR as F, 
and in the medieval pentatonic sources mostly as E 
/GrR [_ll] ; Wagner, P., 1930, p. 191; Pal Mus XIX, Fol. 
37 v/. 

110. Cf. Note 86. 
111. Available medieval sources have the form corresponding 

with the variant in the Missale Notatum. The passage in 
GrR /p. 388, cf. Ott, C.: Offertoriale sive versus 
offertoriorum, Parisiis, Tornaci, Romae, 1935, p. 126; 
Cardine, E.: Graduel neumé, Solesmes, 1966, p. 364/ seems 
to be an erroneous reading /having read the recapitula-
tion which is written out together with the melody/. Wag-
ner, P., 1921, p. 428, mentions the final melisma of De 
profundis, which means that he too considered the end of 
the second line as the final. 

112. The G transposition of the 2nd mode is an archaism; most 
sources transpose the melody to D or A /as do some 
Hungarian sources, cf. Zagreb Missale Notatum, Fol. 189, 
transposition into A/. 

113. See GrR, p. 85; a melodic form and transposition essen-
tially identical with the Hungarian: Wagner, P., 1930, 
p. 38. Pentatonic melody with different transposition: 
Pal Mus XIX, Fol. 44r. 

114. See, for instance, the relationship of the notes of the 
antiphon Cum rex gloriae /Missale Notatum, Fol. 139-140/ 
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to other European variants, Miazga, T., 1979 /a facsimile 
from the Missale Notatum on p. 12 9, with an erroneous 
caption/. 

115. A melodic variant of the Missale Notatum from the end of 
the 15th century, in a Paulite codex written in Hungary: 
Miazga, T., 1979, Facsimile 25. 

116. A subsequent notation in the Hartvik Agenda /Zagreb Uni-
versity Library Mr 165, Fol. 22-22v/, cf. Szendrei, J., 
1981, p. 20, Facsimile 199. 

117. Pray Codex /Budapest, OSZK, MNy 1/, Fol. 55v, 132r_v, 
144v /See Szendrei, J.: 'A Pray kódex vonalrendszeres 
kottái' /The Line-Notations in the Pray Codex/, ZD, 1980, 
pp. 183-213 /with facsimiles/. 

118. See Szendrei, J.: A magyar notáció története/The History 
of Hungarian Notation - candidature dissertation/, Mű-
helytanulmányok a magyar zenetörténethez II /Workshop 
Studies on Hungarian Music History II/ in the press; id: 
'Hangjegyirások' /Notations/ in MZ I; id: 'A középkori 
magyar hangjegyirás' /Medieval Hungarian Notation/, Ma-
gyar Zene XIX/2, 1978, pp. 130-43; see also biblio-
graphy under Notes 117 and 121. 

119. See Szendrei, J.: 'Stammt die ungarische Choralnotation 
wirklich aus Klosterneuburg? ' in StM, in the press. 

120. Schriftbild der einstimmigen Musik, Leipzig, 1975, p. 67. 
121. For a detailed analysis, with references to the relevant 

places in the codex see Szendrei, J.: 'Az esztergomi 
Missale Notatum hangjelzése' /Notation in the Esztergom 
Missale Notatum/ in ZD, 1979, pp. 47-69 /analysis: pp. 
49-57/. 

122. The study quoted in the previous note gives a detailed 
analysis. 

123. It can also be interpreted as liquescens punctum, cf. 
Fol. 178, 3rd score line in 1st column: "salvum", 4th 
score line: "persequentibus". 

124. Cf. for instance, Fol. 140, 4th score line in 2nd column: 
"sepulchrum". 
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125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

Fol. 148, 2nd score line in 2nd column: "quam". 
Fol. 282, 2nd score line in 1st column: in the note group 
above "in". 
See, for instance, Fol. 147, 4th score line in 2nd column: 
in "Alleluja" melisma. 
See, for instance, Fol. 176, 4th score line in 1st column: 
"meam". 
Fol. 23v, last score line in 1st column: "exultaverunt". 
On the pressus sign of the same form as the linked 
climacus /IV e form in Example 5/ see p. 57. 
See, for instance, Fol. 206v, 1st score line in 2nd co-
lumn: "Melchisedech" /at the end of the melisma/; Fol. 
228v, 3rd score line in 2nd column: "alleluja", etc. 
See, for instance, Fol. 142, last score line in 2nd 
column: "mulieribus". 
Many medieval notations begin the climacus with virga, 
but in the Beneventanian ancj central Italian notations 
there are often double dots in analogous places. B. 

% 

Stäblein transliterates such an Italian sign as a simple 
start /Schriftbild der einstimmigen Musik, Leipzig, 
1975, pp. 140-1/. 
Cf. the pressus form in the Messian notation: Pal Mus X, 
p. 180. 
See, for instance, Fol. 23, 1st score line in 2nd column: 
"universa". 
See, for instance, Szendrei, J., 1981, Fragments F 605, 
F 346, F 340. 
See, for instance, Szendrei, J., 1981, notation added 
in manuscript C 83. 
See, for instance: Le graduel romáin /Édition critique 
par les moines de Solesmes/ Bd. II /Les sources/, So-
lesmes, 1957, pp. 116, 58, etc. For a more detailed 
elaboration of the terminology see Szendrei, J.: 'Hang-
jegyirások' /Notations/, in MZ I. 
Knauz, N. : Codices manuscripti Capituli Posoniensis, 
Strigonii, 1870: Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5; cf. Szendrei, J., 1981, 
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C 73, C 2, C 3, C 4, M 5 /this latter missal is in the 
Budapest OSZK, shelf-mark Clmae 219/. See also Dobszay, 
L.: 'A pozsonyi antifonálék' /The Pozsony antiphonals/, 
MK, 1972, pp. 271-5. 

139. Radó, P., 1973, pp. 114-25; Szendrei, J., 1981, M 3. 
140. Gyulafehérvár /'Alba Julia/, Batthyány Library Ms II 134; 

cf. Szendrei, J., 1981, M 8. 
141. Besides the arguments we have already given /Esztergom 

patrocinia in the procession, manner of notation/ it 
should also be stressed that the script of letters in the 
Budapest OSZK Clmae 214 missal, considered a Pozsony 
work, and in the misal Clmae 94, is not identical with 
the calligraphy of the Missale Notatum. it is not simply 
a difference of hand but of school. /Esztergom used a 
characteristic 'round' form of letter./ 

142. Ipolyi, A.: 'A pozsonyi káptalan XIV. századbeli könyv-
tára' /The 14th Century Library of the Pozsony Chapter/, 
Uj Magyar Muzeum,1856, pp. 161-91 /particularly pp. 
171-2/. 

14 3. For the notation of the medians in the introit psalms, 
see Fol. 31v, 188v, 239v /1st mode/; Fol. 15v, 155, 181, 
193V, 265v /2nd mode/; Fol. 54V, 153, 204, 227, 280V 

/3rd mode/; Fol. 22v, 150 /4th mode/; Fol. 185 /5th mo-
de/; Fol. 14v, 149, 182, 200V /6th mode/; Fol. 189v, 
228, 244, 275V /7th mode/, and Fol. 20v 145V, 167v, 
174v /8th mode/. 
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Összefoglalás 

A facsimile-formában itt megjelenő kódex: hangjelzett 
missale, melyet a Bratislava/Pozsony városi levéltár /Archiv 
Mesta/ őriz EC Lad 3 jelzet alatt. Nyolc foliónyi töredéke 
a Tirnava/Nagyszombat-i Szent Adalbert Társulat levéltárában, 
Sequentionále függeléke pedig ugyancsak az Archiv Mestában 
EL 18 jelzet alatt található. A kódexet bevezető naptár /mely-
nek csak két foliója hozzáférhető/ tanúsága szerint 1341 előtt 
keletkezett. írása alapján a XIV. század első évtizedeire da-
tálható, mintapéldánya pedig - a tartalmi elemzés alapján -
XIII. századi lehet. Esztergomi tipusu énekeskönyv, sőt va-
lószínűleg ott is készült, de már a XIV. században az eszter-
gomi főegyházmegyéhez tartozó pozsonyi Szent Márton társas-
káptalanban használták, s egészitették ki másodlagos bejegy-
zésekkel /pl. 55v folio/. 

Az Esztergomi Missale Notatum a mai Magyarország és Szlo-
vákia /a középkori Hungaria/ egyik legjelentősebb zenetörté-
neti emléke. A misével kapcsolatos gregorián tradiciónak azt 
a legjellemzőbb, e vidéken legelterjedtebb és leghosszabb éle-
tű ágát képviseli, melyet az esztergomi székesegyházban, az 
ahhoz tartozó káptalanokban és plébániákon müveitek, de mely-
nek hatása az egész érseki tartományban, sőt az egész ország-
ban /tehát a kalocsai érsekség területén is/ meghatározó volt. 
Ezt az állitást a normativ jellegű nyomtatott Missale Strigo-
niense-val, az esztergomi ritust átvevő pálosok szerkönyvei-
vel való messzemenő egyezése, továbbá a többi fennmaradt for-
rással való összehasonlítás bizonyitja. 

A liturgikus elemzés tanúságát megerősitik a zenei össze-
hasonlító vizsgálatok. A középkori magyar területen az egy-
házmegyei /és a pálos/ gyakorlatban a gregorián korális pen-
taton dialektusát használták. Kimutathatók azonban e dialek-
tuson belül is változatkörök, melyek helyi hagyományokat, kü-
lönböző nemzetközi hatásokat is jeleznek. A Missale Notatum 
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e tekintetben is egy központi forráscsoportba tartozik, azaz 
a magyarországi gregorián tradició zeneileg legjobban kiérlelt, 
uralkodó, s talán legsajátosabb ágát képviseli, melynek első 
példái már a XII. század végén kimutathatók, hatása pedig a 
XVIII. századig követhető. A Missale Notatum e jelentős zenei 
kincsnek, a tág értelemben vett "esztergomi" gregoriánumnak 
egyik legklasszikusabb képviselője. 

Formai szempontból is alkalmas e kódex arra, hogy ezt a 
kulturális centrumot képviselje. Hangjegyirása: a XII. szá-
zadban kialakult "magyar" /esztergomi/ notáció, s annak klasz-
szikus korszakát, a XIV. század eleji kaligrafikus fejlődési 
stádiumot mutatja be. 

A kódexet a teljes idevonatkozó forrásanyag átvizsgálá-
sa alapján választottuk kiadásra. Olyan dokumentumot kinálunk 
fel most a további kutatások számára, melyről pontosan tud-
juk, mit képvisel, s amely normativ jellege miatt egymaga egy 
egész forrássorozatot jelenit meg. A kiadás az analitikus fel-
dolgozásnak nem befejező, hanem kezdő mozzanata. Anyagának 
értékelése amugyis csak akkor hozhat megbizható eredményeket, 
ha legalább a középeurópai területről hasonló reprezentatív 
források sorozata lesz kiadásokban hozzáférhető. Nemzetközi 
összehasonlításra elsősorban azok a tételek kinálkoznak, 
melyek a közös európai repertoárban nem szerepelnek. A szó-
bajöhető darabok legtágabb keretét jelenti, amikor a Graduale 
Romanumtól való liturgikus és zenei eltéréseket foglaljuk jegy-
zékbe. De fontos tanulságokat hordozhatnak az általános euró-
pai repertoárba sorolt tételek is. Válogatásuk, a liturgiában 
való elrendezésük, zenei változatuk /olykor a tonalitást is 
érintő erősebb variánssal, továbbá a minden motivumot átjáró 
variáns-rendszerrel/ olyan sajátosságokat jelentenek, melyek 
vagy egy helyi alakitás jellegéről, vagy egyes hatások nem-
zetközi vándorútjáról informálnak. Ilyen szempontokból tart 
első szemlét a kódex anyaga fölött tanulmányunk II/2-3. fe-
jezete. 

Viszonylag lezártnak tekinthető a kódex hangjegyirásának 
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jellemzése és értékelése. A másutt már megjelent és rész-
letezett kutatásokat a bevezető tanulmány II/4. fejezete fog-
lalja össze, mig a kódex jelenlegi állapotáról, beosztásáról 
és történetéről, az eddigi irodalmat is összefoglalva, az I. 
fejezet ad tájékoztatást. 
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Zhrnut ie 

Rukopis, ktorého faksimilové vydanie predkladáme, je 

notovany misál. Najväcsia cast1 z neho je ulozená v Archíve 

hlavného mesta Bratislavy pod signatúrou EC Lad. 3. Zlomok 

osmich listov sa nachodí v Trnave, v archíve Spolku sv. Voj-
v V V ! 

techa a dalsia cast7 - sekvencionár - opät/ v spommanom bra-

tislavskom archíve ako sign. EL.18. 

Podl'a liturgického kalendára - mámé k dispozícii iba dva 

listy - misál vznikol pred rokom 1341, súdiac podl'a písma asi 
/ V V 

v prvych desatírociach 14. storocia. Rukopis vznikol z doteraz 

neznámej predlohy z 13. storocíia. Obsah pamiatky prezrádza, 

ze ide o spevník ostrihomského typu. Je mozné, ze bol napí-

sany priamo v Ostrihome, no uz v 14. storocí sa zacal pouzivat' 

v bratislavskom dómé sv. Martina /patril do ostrihomskej ar-

cidiecézy/, kde ho doplnili rozlicnymi dodatkami /napr. na f. 

55 V/. 

Ostrihomsky notovany misál patrí medzi najvyznamnejsie 

pamiatky hudobnej minulosti stredovekého Uhorska, t.j. dne£-
V , 

neho Madarska s Slovenska. Dokumentuje tu vetvu gregorianskej 
v / 

omsovei tradicie, ktora sa geneticky viazala na Ostrihom a 

pocas svojej neobycajne dlhej existencie a vellcého rozsírenia 

sa stala závaznou nielen pre samotnú arcidiecézu , k nej / V * / 

prislusne kapituly a farnosti, ale viac-menej pre celu cirkev-

nú provinciu, ba pre célú krajinu vcítane kalocskej arcidiecézy. 

Tuto tézu potvrdzuje porovnanie s normatívnym tlacenym Missale 

Strigoniense, s liturgickymi knihami paulínov - ktoré sú takmer 

identické s ostrihomskymi - i s inymi pamiatkami. 

Vysledky liturgicko-historického rozboru súhlasia s hu-

dobnostylovym skúmaním. Ukazuje, ze na území starého Uhorska, 

v diecezálnej a paulínskej praxi sa vo velTcej miere uplatnoval 

tzv. pentatonicky dialekt gregoriánskeho chorálu. V rámci 

tohto dialektu sa vsak objavujú varianty prezrádzujiíce vplyvy 

miestnych tradícií i posobenie rozlicnych medzinárodnych 

faktorov. Missale notatum patrí vsak evidentne do skupiny tzv. 
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V / 

centralnych pramenov, ktore reprezentuju hudobne najvyspeiej-
siu odnoz gregoriánskeho spevu v stredovekom Uhorsku. Mozno V V 

ju sledovat7 od konca 12. az do 18. storocia. Missale notatum 
treba preto hodnotif ako bezpochyby klasickú pamiatku "ostri-
homského" gregoriánu v sirsom zmysle slova. 

Publikovany rukopis má mimoriadny vyznam nielen z hl'adiska 
obsahu, ale i formy. Vyskumy totiz ukázali, ze notácia totho 
misálu je vynikajúcou ukázkou kaligrafického stádia "uhorské-
ho" /ostrihomského/ chorálneho notopisu, vytvoreného ako sys-
tém in nuce uz v 12. storoci. 

Pre vydanie práve tohto rukopisu sme sa rozhodli po pred-v „ 

beznom prieskume celeho stredovekeho hudobno-pramenneho ma-
teriálu uhorskej proveniencie. Vedcom ponúkame pramen, o ktorom 
presne vieme, co reprezentuje a co znamená a ktory navyse, 
vzhl'adom na vzorovonormatívnu povahu, sprítomnuje a nahrádza 
célú sériu analogickych pamiatok. Edíciou sa, prirodzene, iba 
zacína hlbsí monograficky vyskum. Vedecké spracovanie obsiah-
nutého materiálu prinesie spol'ahlivé vysledky iba vtedy, ak 
aspon v stredoeurópskych reláciach budeme disponovat' aj * V i v dalsimi vydaniami pramenov. Z hl'adiska medzinarodnej kompa-

^ • / v" ^ racie si treba vsimaf najmä tie zlozky v repertoari, ktore 
v 

sa v spolocnom europskom zaklade gregoriánskeho spevu nevy-
skytujú, pricom najsirsí liturgicky i hudobny rámec vymedzujú 
odchylky od Graduale Romanum, zachytené v osobitnom súpise. 
Cenné sú vsakaj zlozky zapadajúce do bezného európskeho me-
lodiáru. Ich vyber, rozvrstvenie v liturgii a hudobné obmeny 
/zasahujuce do tonálnej charakteristiky i do struktury mo-
tivickych variantov/ su takeho razu a rozsahu, ze informuju 
jednak o povahe regionálnej stylizácie urcitého hudobného 

- • V / substratu i o medzinarodnej migracii a prepletani rozlicnych 
/ t ^ i/ vplyvov a prudov. Tymto sa zaobera tretia az piata kapitola 

uvodného textu, kym problematika notopisu - pod^La násho náhl'adu 
definitxvne uzavreta a vyriesena - je rozvedena v siestej ka-

v v pitole. Dalsie vecne informacie, napr. o osude a identite ru-
, / / V 

kopisu, o predchadzajucich vyskumoch a pod. , najde citatel' v 
1. a 2. kapitole. 
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Alphabetic List of the Notated Passages 

Before the title we give the mode-number for the passage /1-
8/; in the case of sequences, No. I refers to the protus 
key, No. II to the deuterus, No. Ill to the tritus and No. 
IV to the tetradus. The sign + after the number denotes that 
the passage does not feature in the Graduale Romanum and Mo-
nasticum, or if the same text can be found there that the 
melody is different. The mark ! is used if the passage is 
set in a different mode in this codex to the one found in 
the Roman editions. 



Introitus /"Officia"/ 
4 Accipite jucunditatem fl69 
8 Ad te levavi 1 
7 Adorate Deum 2 3v 
7 Aqua sapientiae 14 3 
3 Benedicite Domino 280v 
8 Benedicta sit 174v 
6 Cantate Domino 152 
3 Caritas Dei 172 
2 Cibavit eos 168v 
5 Circumdederunt me 25 
2 Clamaverunt justi 232 
3 Cognovi Domine 2 71v 
1 Da pacem 195v 
1 De ventre matris 245v 
3 Deus dum egredereris 170 
5 Deus in loco sancto 185 
6 Dicit Dominus: Ego 200 
6!Dicit Dominus Petro 248v 
1 Dicit Dominus: Sermones 293 
8 Dilexisti justitiam 297v 
3 Dispersit,dedit 262v 
5 Domine in tua mieeri-

cordia 176v 
2 Dominus dixit ad me 10 
2 Dominus fortitudo 181 
2 Dominus illuminatio 179v 
2+Dominus Israel 311 
1 Dominus secus mare 294 
3 Dum clamarem 33 
8 Dum medium silentium 16v 
2 Ecce advenit dominator 19v 
5 Ecce Deus adjuvat me 183v 
3 Ecce oculi 235 
7 Eduxit Dominus 147v 
4 Eduxit eos 146v 
. Ego autem in Domino 55v 
Ego autem sicut oliva 278 

3 Ego clamavi 54v 
5 Esto mihi 28 
! Etenim sederunt 13v 
2 Ex ore infantium 15v 
4 Exaudi Domine ... adjutor 180 
1 Exaudi Domine... tibi 164 
4 Exaudivit de templo 154 
1 Exclamaverunt ad te 230 
6 Exsultate Deo 191 
1 Exsurge, quare obdormis 26v 
1 Factus est Dominus 177v 
1 Gaudeamus omnes 218 
1 Gaudete in Domino 3 
7+Cloria et honore 275v 

6 Hodie scietis 9 
8 In excelso throno 20v 
6 In medio ecclesiae 14v 
7 In virtute tua 220 
4 In voluntate tua 197v 
1 Inclina Domine 188v 
4 Intret in conspectu 209 
8 Introduxit vos 141v 
8 Jubilate Deo 151 
7 Judicant sancti 252v 
6 Justi epulentur 265 
1 Justus es Domine 190v 
1+Justus non conturbabi-

tur 264v 
1 Justus ut palma 24 5 
8 Laetabitur justus 211 
1 Laudate pueri 255 
5 Loquebar de testimo-

niis 208 
3 Loquetur Dominus 24 3 
8 Lux fulgebit 11 
2 Me exspectaverunt 210v 
1+Memento nostri Domine 8 
2 Mihi autem nimis 288 
7!Miserere mihi Domine 189v 
1 Misereris omnium 31v 
4 Misericordia Domini 150 
2 Multae tribulationes 246v 
7 Ne timeas Zacharia 244 
3 Nunc scio vere 249v 
6 Omnes gentes plaudite 182 
4 Omnis terra adoret 22 
6 Os justi meditabitur 206 
7 Populus Sion 2 
7 Probasti Domine 267v 
4 Prope esto 5 
4 Protector noster 188 
7 Protexisti me 228 
6 Quasi modo geniti 148v 
3 Repleatur os 171 
6 Requiem aeternam 312v 
7 Respice Domine 187 
6 Respice in me 178v 
4 Resurrexi 140v 
1 Rorate caeli 4 
6 Sacerdotes Dei 223v 
2 Sacerdotes eius 259 
3 Sacerdotes tui 203v 
1 Salus autem 242v 
2 Salve sancta Parens 265v 
3 Sancti tui 226v 
1 Sapientiam sanctorum 239v 
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1 Scio cui credidi 251 
4+Si enim credimus 316v 
3 Si iniquitates 198v 
8 Spiritus Domini 167v 
1 Statuit ei Dominus 2o7 
1 Suseepimus Deus 216 
2 Terribilis est 201v 
3 Timete Dominum 262 
2 Veni et ostende 5v 
2 Venite adoremus 19 3v 
7 Venite benedicti 144 
8 Victricem manum 14 5v 
7 Viri Galilaei 162v 
3 Vocem jueunditatis 153 
2 Vultum tuum 17v 

Gradualia 
2 A summo caelo 6 
2 Ab occultis meis 55 
5 Ad Dominum 49 
3 Adjutor in opportunita-

tibus 25v 
5 Adjuvabit earn 218 
5 Anima nostra 15v 
7 Audi filia 2 74 v 
5 Beatus vir qui timet 220v 
7 Benedicam Dominum 186 
3 Benedicite Domino 281 
4 Benedicta et venerabi-

lis 265v 
7 Benedictus Dominus 21 
5 Benedictus es Domine 175 
5 Benedictus qui venit llv 
7 Clamaverunt justi 238v 
5 Constitues eos 250 
5 Convertere Domine 181v 
8 Deus vitam meam 54 
5 Diffusa est 17v 
8 Dilexisti justitiam 297v 
2 Dispersit 263 
2 Domine Deus virtutum 6v 
5 Domine Dominus noster 184 
4 Domine praevenisti 224v 
2 Domine refugium 198 
1 Ecce quam bonum 247 
5 Ecce sacerdos 204 
5 Ego dixi 177 
5 Ex Sion species 2v 
2+Exaltent eum 222 
2 Excita Domine 7 
5 Exiit sermo 15 
2 Exsultabunt saneti 252v 
5 Fűit homo 244 
5+Gloria et honore 2 9 3v 

1 Gloriosus Deus 209v 
2 Haec dies V/Benedictus 147 

Confitemi-
ni 141 
Dextera 144v 
Dicat nunc 142 
Dicant nuncl43v 
Lapidem 146 

2 Hodie scietis 9v 
2 In omnem terram 249 
2 In sole posuit 6 v 
1 Inveni David 207v 
7 Jacta cogitatum 3 3v 
3 Juravit Dominus 206v 
5 Justorum animae 240 
5+Justus non conturbabi-

tur 2 60v 
2 Justus ut palma 278 
7 Liberasti eos 200v 
5 Locus iste 201v 
1 Miserere mei Deus 32 
5 Misit Dominus 22v 
2 Nimis honorati 288v 
5 Omnes de Saba 20 
1 Os justi 2 6 4 v 
2 Ostende nobis 5v 
1+Posuisti Domine 211v 
5 Priusquam te formarem 246 
5 Probasti Domine 26 3v 
5 Prope est Dominus 4v 
5 Propter veritatem 267 
5 Qui operatus est 251 
7 Qui sedes Domine 3v 
5 Quis sicut Dominus 191v 
2 Requiem aeternam 316v 
1 Sacerdotes ejus 259v 
1 Sciant gentes 2 7v 
5 Sederunt prineipes 14 
5 Specie tua 208v 
1 ISpeciosus forma 17 
5 Suseepimus Deus 216v 
2 Tecum prineipium 10 
5 Timebunt gentes 23v 
1 Timete Dominum 262 
2 Tollite portás 4 
3 Tu es Deus 28v 
1 Universi 1 
4+Uxor tua 311 
5 Viderunt omnes 13 
5 Vindica Domine 240v 

Versus Alleluiatici 
3'Adducentur regi 321v 
7 Adorabo ad templum 216v 



1+Aemulor enim 
5+Amavit hunc sanctum 
8 Angelus Domini 
2+Ascendens Christus 
4 Ascendit Deus 
5 Assumpta est 
6+Attendite popule 
6+Audi filia 
5 Beatus vir qui timet 
5 Beatus vir sanctus 
- Benedictus es Domine 
3+Caeli enarrant 
7 Caro mea 
3!Christus resurgens 
7 Concussum est 
8 Confitemini Domino 
1+Crucifixus surrexit 
6+Culminis angeli 
7 De profundis 
6!Deus judex justus 
4 Dextera Dei 
2 Dies sanctificatus 

7+Diffusa est 
8+Dilexi quoniam 
1 Dilexit Andreám 
5+Diligam te 
1 Domine Deus meus 
3 Domine Deus salutis 
7 Domine exaudi 
6 Domine in virtute 
7 Domine refugium 
8 Dominus dixit 
1+Dominus in Sina 
4+Dominus regnavit dec. 
8 Dominus regnavit exs. 
7+Dorsa eorum 
8 Dulce lignum 
1 Dum complerentur 
1 Ego sum pastor 
2+Egregia sponsa 
2+Elegit te Dominus 
4 Emitte Spiritum 
2 Eripe me 
4 Excita Domine 
7 Exsultate Deo 
1 Fulgebunt justi 
4 Gaudete justi 

8 Haec dies quam fecit 
8 Haec est vera 
2 Hic est discipulus 
5+Honor virtus 

321v 1!In die resurrectionis 146 
321 8!In exitu Israel 195v 
14 2 1+In omnem terram 319v 
163 3 In te Domine 181v 
163 5+Inter natos 246 
267 2 Inveni David 321v 
185 2+Inventa una pretiosa 322v 
322 8+Iste sanctus 321 
319v 5+Isti sunt amici 320 
291v 1+Jam non estis 319v 
175 3 Jubilate Deo 21 
319v 1+Judicant sancti 321 
176 1 Juravit Dominus 204 
144v 321 
281 3+Justi autem in perp. 320v 
154 1+Justi epulentur 320v 
14 7 1 Justus germinabit 320 
32 2 2 Justus non conturbabi-
199 tur 321v 
179 1 Justus ut palma 321 
197 7+Laetabitur justus 320 
13 8+Lauda anima 311 
369v 4 Laudate Deum 22v 
321v 2+Laudate Dominum 173v 
196v 4 Laudate pueri 148v 
295v 7+Levita Laurentius 264 
179v 8+Loquebantur 171v 
178 llMagnus Dominus 182v 
186v 6+Maria haec est illa 256v 
190 1 Mirabilis Dominus 320v 
180v 2+Modicűm et non videbi-
187 tis 151v 
lOv 8+Nativitas gloriosae 274v 

164 1+Nativitas gloriosae 322v 
llv 8+Natus est nobis lOv 
23v 1+Non vos me 319v 

319v 3+Nonne cor nostrum 142v 
231v 6+0 consolatrix paup. 322 
169 1 Omnes gentes 162 

8 Ostende nobis 1 
150v 1+Paraclitus Spiritus 169v 
321v 3 Paratum cor meum 190v 
321 7 Pascha nostrum 141 
168 4+Per manus autem 319v 
183 7 Post dies octo 149 

3v 4!Post partum Virgo 18 
185v 2+Post partum Virgo 322 
320v 1 Posuisti Domine 320 
227 5+Primus ad Sion 319v 
32o 1+Qui confidunt 198 
14 8 3+Qui sanat 200v 
32o 7 Quoniam Deus magnus 189 
15 5+Recole virgo 322v 

175 1+Rex noster 2v 
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3+Salve crux 231v Sequentiae 
6+Salve dulcis o Maria 322 
3+Sancte Nicolae 296v IV+ Agni paschalis esu 335v 
1+Sancte Paule 251v I + Agone triumphali 360v 
1+Sancte rex Stephane 268v III+Ave Maria 348 
7+Sancti et justi 230v III+Ave praeclara 350 
2 Sancti tui...benedicent 320v IV+ Ave sidus lux dierum34 9v 
8 Sancti tui... florebunt 320v IV+ Benedicta semper 
8+Serve bone 321 sancta 341v 
5+Solve jubente Deo 260 IV+ Caeleste orgánum 331 
8 Specie tua 321v I + Caeli enarrant 345 
3+Spiritus Domini 170 IV+ Caeli solem imitan-
2+Stabunt justi 2 30v tes 359v 
2+Surrexit Christus et 152v 11+ Caput draconis ul-
2+Surgens Jesus 143v timum 364 
1+Surrexit Dominus et occ . 150v IV+ Clare sanctorum se-
4+Surrexit pastor 151v natus 359v 
7 Te decet hymnus 184 IV+ Concentu parili 332v 
5+Te Martyrum - Laus tibi 16 IV+ Congaudente angelo-
2 Tu es Petrus 250 rum 347v 
4+Tu es vas electionis 322v III+Congaudentes exsul-
2 Tu puer 245 temus 358 
1+Usquemodo non petistis 153v IV+ Corde voce 352 
1+Vado ad eum 152v III+Corona sanctitatis 337v 
3 Veni Domine 8v IV+ Decantemus congau-
2 Veni Sancte Spiritus 168 dentes 355 
7 Venite exsultemus 188 I + Diem festum Bartho-
2 Verba mea 177 lome i 352 
5+Video caelos 14 IV+ Eia recolamus 329 
2 Vidimus stellam 20 IV+ Festa Christi 331v 
6+Virga Jesse 322v IV+ Gaude Christi sponsa346v 
8+Vox exsultationis 201v 11+ Gaude mater luminis 34 9v 
Tractus 

8 Attende caelum 118v 
2 Audi filia 217 
2 Ave Maria 2 25v 
8 Beatus vir qui timet 224 
8 Cantemus Domino 117v 
8 Commovisti Domine 2 7v 
8 De profundis 25v 
8 Desiderium animae 220v 
2 Domine non secundum 32 
- Gaude Maria 216v 
8 Jubilate Domino 2 9 
8 Qui regis Israel 7v 
8 Qui seminant 218v 
2+Rex Regum 55v 
8 Sicut cervus 119 
2 Tu es Petrus 222 
8 Vinea facta est 118 

III+Gaude Sion quod 
eqressus 356v 

III+Gaude virgo mater 
Christi 351v 

IV+ Grates nunc omnes 328v 
IV+ Grates Salvatori 336 
IV+ Hanc concordi famu-

latu 329v 
I + Hodierna lux diei 348v 
11+ Imperatrix gloriosa 349 
III+In caelesti hie-

rarchia 363 
IV+ Johannes Jesu Chri^ 

sto 3 30 
I + Jubilemus in hac die367v 
IV+ Laetabundus exsul-

tet 348v 
IV Lauda Sion Salva-

torem 342 
I + Laude celeberrima 340v 
IV+ Laudes crucis attol -

lamus 353v 
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IV+ Laudes Deo concinat 336 Offertoria 
IV+ Laudes Salvatori 333v 
IV+ Laurenti David magni 347 2 Ad te Domine lv 
IV+ Laus tibi Christe 8 Angelus Domini 143 

patris 330 2 Anima nostra 16 
III+Laus tibi Christe qui 1 Ascendit Deus 16 3v 

es 346 8 Ave Maria 9 
I + Laus tibi sit 344v 3 Benedictus es Domine 29v 
I + Mane prima sabbati 334v 8 Benedictus qui venit 148v 
I + Martyr milesque Chri-5 3 Benedictus sit 175 

&ti 337v 4 Benedixisti Domine 3v 
I + Missus Gabriel 351 8 Bonum est confiteri 26v 
III+Mittit ad Virginem 350v 4 Confessio et pulchri-
I + Nativitas Mariae vir- tudo 264 

ginis 368 4 Confirma hoc 168 
IV+ Nato patris sine 6 Confitebor Domino 154v 

matris 357 8 Confitebuntur caeli 228v 
I + Natus ante saecula 328v 4 Confortamini 5 
IV+ Novae laudis extolla- 3 Constitues eos 2 50v 

mus 34 3v 2 De profundis 201 
I + Nunc crucis almae 338v 6 Desiderium animae 266v 
I + Omnes gentes plaudite 368v 2 Deus Deus meus 150v 
I + Omnes sancti Seraphim 355v 3 Deus tu convertens 2v 
I + Omnes una celebremus 363 2 Dextera Domini 24 
IV+ Pangamus Creatori 335 8 Diffusa est 213v 
IV+ Petre summe Christi 344 1!Domine Deus in 
IV+ Plausu chorus laetabun- simplicitate 202 

do 349v 6 Domine in auxilium 49v 
IV+ Potestate non natura 359 2 Domine Jesu Christe 317 
I + Quam dilecta taber- 8 Elegerunt apostoli 14 

nacula 362 8 Emitte Spiritum 166v 
I + Quem .invisibiliter 361 8 !Erit vobis 147 
IV+ Rex omnipotens 338v 2 Exaltabo te Domine 32v 
11 + Rex regum 337 8 Exaudi Deus 54 
I + Sacerdotem Christi 3 Exsulta satis 8 

Martinum 356 4 Exsultabunt sancti 241 
III+Sacrosancta hodierna 357v 8+Felix namque es 266 
11 + Salve porta 333v 3 Filiae regum 209 
I + Sancti Baptistae 343 1 Gloria et honore 206v 
IV+ Sancti Spiritus adsit 340 6 Gloriabuntur 247v 
I + Sonent plausus 332 3 !In die solemnitatis 146v 
I + Spe mercedis 330v 2 In omnem terram 251v 
11+ Stirpe Maria regia 353v 6 In virtute tua 221 
I + Stirps regalis proles 353 4 Intonuit de caelo 144 
IV+ Summi regis archangele354v 8 Inveni David 204v 
I + Summi triumphum 339 3!Jubilate Deo omnis 
IV+ Superni matris gaudia 361v terra 21v 
I Veni Sancte Spiritus 341v 1 Jubilate Deo universa 23 
IV+ Veni Spiritus conso- 4 Justus ut palma 15 

lator 341 1 Laetamini in Domino 210 
I Victimae paschali 336v 4 Laetentur caeli 11 
IV+ Virginis venerandae 361 4 Lauda anima 152 

3 Mihi autem nimis 249 
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8 Mirabilis Deus 234v ß Diffusa est 298 
2+0 pie Deus 313v 4 Dilexisti justitiam 267 
4 Offerentur regi 18 7 Domine quinque talenta208 
1 Offerentur regi 298 6 Domine quis habitabit 55v 
8 Oratio mea 26 3 1 Dominus dabit lv 
4 Oravi Deum 191 2 Dominus firmamentum 180 
4 Perfice gressus 28 6 Domus mea 202 
8 Portas caeli 145 7!Dum venerit Parac],i-
8 Posuisti Domine 225 tus 153 
2 Protege Domine 232 ß Ecce Dominus veniet 5v 
1 Recordare mei 199v 1+Ecce sic benedicetur 312v 
5 Reges Tharsis 20v 1 Ecce virgo concipiet 5 
1+Repleti sumus 230 6!Ego clamavi 179 
1+Sacerdotes incensum 176 2 Ego sum pastor 151 
3!Sanctificavit Moyses 196 5+Ego sum vitis 230 
5 Sicut in holocaustum 182v 1 Ego vos elegi 240 
1 Stetit Angelus 281v 1 E t si coram hominibus 247v 
4 Terra tremuit 141v 2 Exiit sermo 15v 
8!Tollite portas 9v 4!Exsultavit ut gigas 8 
4 Tui sunt caeli 13 7 Factus est repente 168v 
2 Veritas mea 208 4 Feci judicium 209 
2 Vir erat 198v 7 Fidelis servus 224v 
1+Viri Galilaei 162 1 Fili quid fecisti 21v 

1 Gaudete justi 227v 
Communiones 3 Gustate et videte 183v 

6 Honora Deum 186 
6!Acceptabis sacrificium 33v 1 Illumina faciem 26v 
1 Amen dico vobis quid- 1 i n salutari tuo 198v 

quid 201 6 In splendoribus 11 
4 Amen dico vobis quod 4 inclina aurem tuam 183 

uni 242v 8 Introibo ad altare 28 
1 Amen dico vobis quod 2 Jerusalem surge 3 

vos 251v 3 justorum animae 233 
1+Amen dico vobis veniet 317v 5 Laetabitur justus 228v 
6+Anima nostra 253 8 Lux aeterna 317v 
7+Animas de corpore 317v 4 Magna est gloria 221 
4!Aufer a me 19 3v 1 Manducaverunt 29v 
3 Beatus servus 204v 8 Mense septimo 195v 
4 Benedicimus Deum 175v 2!Mirabantur omnes 24v 
3 Benedicite omnes Ange- 6 Mitte manum 149v 

li 281v 8 Modicum et non vide-
2 Cantabo Domino 178v bitis 152 
2 Cantate Domino 153v 2 Multitudo languentium 210 
6!Christus resurgens 145v 5 N on vos relinquam 174 
8!Circuibo et immolabo 182 8+Nos autem gloriari 2 32 
8 Comedite pinguia 192v 2 Omnes qui in Christo 148v 
1 Confundantur 293 5 Pacem meam 171 
1 Data est mihi 147v 5 panem de caelo 187v 
6 De fructu operum 186v g Pascha nostrum 141v 
8 Dicit Andreas 295 4 pater cum essem 162 
6 Dicit Dominus implete 23 1 Petite et accipietis 154v 
7 Dicite: Pusillanimes 4 7 populus acquisitionis 146v 
8 Dico autem vobis 265v 1 Posuerunt mortalia 241v 
5 Dico vobis 199v 6 Posuisti Domine 207 
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8 Primum quaerite 184v 
1 Principes persecuti 271v 
1 Psallite Domino 163v 
6 Qui me dignatus est 218v 
3 Qui meditabitur 33 
5 Qui mihi ministrat 264 
1 Qui vult venire 211v 
1 Quicumque fecerit 255 
5 Quinque prudentes 211 
5 Quis dabit ex Sión 54v 
4 Quod dico vobis 272 
7 Quotiescumque 176 
2+Regina mundi et domina266 
8 Responsum accepit 217v 
1 Revelabitur gloria 9v 
4 Semel juravi 257v 
7 Si consurrexistis 144 
8!Signa eos 262v 
8 Simile est regnum 18 
6 Simon Joannis 249 
8 Spiritus qui a Patre 170 
8 Spiritus Sanctus 169 
6!Spiritus ubi vult 172 
6 Surrexit Dominus 143 
4 Tanto tempore 231 
7 Tolle puerum 17v 
6!Tollite hostias 196 
6 Tu es Petrus 222v 

250v 
2 Tu puer 246v 
-+Tuam Deus deposcimus 313v 
5 Ultimo festivitatis 167 
7 Unam petii 181 
8 Venite post me 296 
8 Video caelos 14v 
1 Viderunt omnes 13v 
4 Vidimus Stellám 20v 
2+Vos qui secuti estis 288v 
2 Vovete et reddite 191 
7 Vox in Rama 16v 

Antihonae et Responsoria 

1+Ave gratia plena 214 
6 Adorna thalamum 214v 
3+Aufer a nobis 158v 
8+Christe qui regnas 157 
2+Clementissime exaudi 155 
6+Confitemini Domino 156 
7+Cum jucunditate exi-

bitis 156 
8+Cum rex gloriae Chri-

stus 139v 

8+De Jerusalem exeunt 155v 
8+Domine Deus noster 155v 
5+Domine imminuti sumusl56 
2+Domine rex Deus 156v 

1-2+Dum Fabricator mundi 111 
6 Ecce lignum crucis 111 
3+Ego sum DeuS 155v 
7 Exaudi nos Domine 30 
8+Exclamemus omnes 156 
2 Exsurge Domine 155 
1 Immutemur habitu 30 
1+Iniquitates nostrae 156v 
-+Iniquitates nostras 158 
4 Juxta vestibulum 30v 
8+0mnipotens Deus maef-

storum 157 
8+0mnipotens Deus qui 

glor. 158v 
8+0mnipotens Deus sup-

Plices 156v 
4+0remus dilectissimi 157v 
5+Parce Domine 156 
3+Populus Sión conver-

timini 155v 
2 Responsum accepit 215 
1+Salvator mundi 157v 
1+Sancta Maria succurrel56v 
7+Sedit angelus 140 
8+Surgite sancti 155v 
8+Timor et tremor 158 
8 Vidi aquam 139v 

Hymni 
+Ardua spes 159 
Crux fidelis lllv 

+Humili prece 160 
+Inventor rutili 114 
+Laudes omnipotens 112v 
+0mnes o sancti 159v 
+Rex sanctorum ange-

lorum 122 
+Salve festa dies 140 

Lectiones 

III+In omnibus requiem 
/cum tropo Adest 
nobis nunc/ 365v 

I +Liber generationis 367 
III+Populus gentium 

/cum tropo Laudem 
Deo I 365 
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Tropi 

A quo sunt omnia 369v 
Adest nobis nunc 365v 
Deus Pater cujus 369v 
Laudem Deo dicam 365 

Varia 

Agnus Dei 328 
Exsultet jam angelica 114v 
Gloria in excelsis 323v 
Improperia /Popule 
meus/ llOv 

Ite missa est 328 
Litania 0. SS. 125 
Kyrie eleison 323 
Pater noster 137 
Praefationes 132 
Sanctus, sanctus 327 

369v 
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A MUSICALIA DANUBIANA a Magyar Tudományos Akadémia Zene-
tudományi Intézetének gondozásában megjelenő forráskiadvány-sorozat. Mint a 
sorozatcím is jelzi, nem szorítkozik a mai Magyarországon őrzött vagy készült 
forrásokra, hanem annak a szélesebb körzetnek örökségéből merít, melyet az el-
múlt századokban szoros kulturális kapcsolatok fűztek össze. A sorozat a közép-
kortól a 19. század elejéig jelentet meg írásos forrásokat. Célja a kutatások ösztön-
zése, s nem összefoglalása. így bevezető tanulmányai részletes elemzésre nem vállal-
koznak, megadják azonban a forrás értékeléséhez szükséges legfontosabb adatokat, 
az eddigi irodalom információit, s elsősorban arra a kérdésre akarnak válaszolni, 
hogy mit (milyen hagyományt, alkotó- és befogadó közösséget, zenei életet és stílus-
irányt) képvisel az adott forrás. 

MUSICALIA DANUBIANA is a series of source-material publications issued 
under the auspices of the Musicological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences. As the title indicates, the series is not confined to sources preserved or 
originating in today's Hungary. It draws on the inheritance of a wider region which 
shared close cultural ties down the centuries. The sources published range from the 
Middle Ages to the early 19th century and the series aims to stimulate rather than 
summarize research. The introductory studies are not intended to provide detailed 
analyses, only to present the main information required to evaluate the source, 
making use of what has been written and recorded before. 
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